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Save the date for

The 8\textsuperscript{th} Annual Conference

of the European Political Science Association

21\textsuperscript{th} – 23\textsuperscript{th} June 2018

Vienna

\textbf{Venue: Schloss Schönbrunn, Vienna Austria}

Vienna is known for its high quality of life. In a 2005 study of 127 world cities, the Economist Intelligence Unit ranked the city first for the world's most liveable cities. For eight consecutive years (2009–2016), the human-resource-consulting firm Mercer ranked Vienna first in its annual \textit{Quality of Living} survey of hundreds of cities around the world. Vienne regularly ranks first as the world's number-one destination for international congresses and conventions. Vienna is the first conference location to which EPSA returns.

Schloss Schönbrunn was the summer residence of the royal family of Habsburg. The building, together with its gardens, is catalogued on the UNESCO’s world heritage list.
EPSA Officers and Programme Committee

Members of the EPSA Council 2017

Elected Members

Orit Kedar (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Heike Klüwer (University of Hamberg)
Mary Stegmaier (University of Missouri)
Indridi Indridason (University of California Riverside)
Micael Castanheira (Solvay Brussels School of Economics and Management)
Gail McElroy (Trinity College Dublin)

Ex-officio Members

Executive Director: Ken Benoit (London School of Economics)
Treasurer/Vice-President: Thomas Plümer (Vienna University of Economics)
Chair of Programme Committee 2016: Kenneth Benoit (LSE) and Fabio Franchino (Milan)
PSRM Editor: Vera Troeger (University of Warwick)

Programme Committee 2017

Kenneth Benoit and Fabio Franchino
Organizational assistance: Camilla Mariotto

Lifetime Members

Ken Benoit
Thomas Plümper
Andrew Martin
Michael Lewis-Beck
Jonas Bunte
Daniel Butler
Macartan Humphreys

Ray Duch
Mark Kayser
Kaspar Hansen
Diana O’Brien
Carl Henrik Knutsen
Ulrich Sieberer
Political Science Research and Methods
THE JOURNAL OF THE EUROPEAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

Editor-in-Chief: Vera Troeger University of Warwick, UK

Political Science Research and Methods (PSRM) is a general political science journal dedicated to publishing original scholarly work of the highest quality from all subfields of political science.

PSRM seeks research that applies rigorous methods to empirical or theoretical problems and promotes a rigorous scientific approach to the study of politics. Work at the intersection of political science and related disciplines such as economics and sociology is also welcomed.

@PSRMjournal

Sign up for content alerts, find out how to submit your paper, recommend PSRM to your librarian and more at the journal homepage here:
cambridge.org/psrm
EPSA 2017 Schedule

**Wednesday**

Informal Social Programme, Welcoming drinks, Calicantus, Corte Ducale, Sforza Castle (followed by Music Festival) ................................................................. 18:00 – 21:00

**Thursday**

Registration opens in Palazzo Le Stelline ............................................................... 9:00
Panel Session 1 ........................................................................................................ 10:00 – 11:30
Panel Session 2 ........................................................................................................ 11:45 – 13:30
Panel Session 3 ........................................................................................................ 14:00 – 15:45
Panel Session 4 ........................................................................................................ 16:00 – 17:45
EPSA Council Meeting and Lunch ........................................................................ 12:00 – 14:00
Roundtable on Brexit (Volta Hall) with Sara Binzer Hobolt, Simon Hix, Thomas König, Alberto Martinelli ................................................................. 18:00 – 19:00
EPSA Business Meeting and Prize-Giving ............................................................. 19:00 – 19:30 (Volta Hall)
EPSA Presidential Reception (at the venue) ........................................................... 19:30 – 21:00
Wine Tasting (advance tickets required) ................................................................. 19:30 – 21:00

**Friday**

_EUP_ Editorial Board Meeting (Training Room Marinetti) ...................................... 7:30 – 9:00
_Research & Politics_ Editorial Board Meeting (Training Room Marinetti) ............... 9:15 – 9:45
PSRM Editorial Board Meeting and Lunch (Chagall Hall) ........................................ 12:15 – 14:00
GESIS Klingemann Prize for the Best CSES Scholarship (Solari Hall)...................... 12:30 – 13:30
Panel Session 5 ........................................................................................................ 8:15 – 10:00
Panel Session 6 ........................................................................................................ 10:15 – 12:00
Panel Session 7 ........................................................................................................ 12:15 – 14:00
Panel Session 8 ........................................................................................................ 14:15 – 16:15
Panel Session 9 ........................................................................................................ 16:30 – 18:00

Keynote Speech: Mario Monti
(in collaboration with the Emeritus Professors Association,
Università degli Studi di Milano) ........................................................................... 18:45 – 19:45
(Aula Magna, Università degli Studi di Milano, Via Festa del Perdono, 7, 20122 Milano)

EPSA/PSRM General Reception
(Ca’ Granda, Università degli Studi di Milano, Via Festa del Perdono, 7, 20122 Milano) .......... 19:45 – 21:30
Saturday

*Italian Political Science Review* Editorial Board Meeting (Training Room Marinetti) ................... 9:00 – 10:30

Panel Session 10 ........................................................................................................................................... 9:00 – 10:30
Panel Session 11 ........................................................................................................................................... 10:45 – 12:30
Panel Session 12 ........................................................................................................................................... 13:15 – 15:00

*British Journal of Political Science* Editorial Board Meeting (Chagall Hall) ................................. 13:15 – 15:00
Panel Session 13 ........................................................................................................................................... 15:15 – 16:45
Milan Venue Location and Directions

PALAZZO DELLE STELLINE
corso Magenta, 61 - 20123 Milano (Italy)

How to get there

Metro: MM1/MM2 Cadorna, MM1 Conciliazione, MM2 S.Ambrogio
Treno: FNM Stazione Cadorna
Tram: 16 - 19

INFO / T. (+39) 0245462.1
centroservizi@stelline.it; stelline@stelline.it

Free Internet / Wi-Fi Information

SSID (Network Name): EPSA2017
Password: MilanEPSA2017
Network Name & Password are case sensitive.

Exhibitors and meeting rooms

Exhibitors are located in the corridor in front of Agnesi Hall, San Carlo Borromeo Hall and Solari Hall.
Food and Drink at EPSA

Coffee and snacks:

- Two coffee and snack stations will be set up at the venue for the duration of the conference.

For lunch and dinner EPSA delegates may find different promotions:

- Self Service “Orti di Leonardo”. Here the EPSA delegates will enjoy a special discount of 10% on all dishes.

- Restaurant “Orti di Leonardo”. Here the EPSA delegates will enjoy a special discount of 15% on the Menu a la Carte.

- The "EPSA MENU" in the Restaurant “Orti di Leonardo” is a prix fixe menu composed of first course, second course, dessert and drinks. The EPSA MENU costs €48.

- The single dish in the Restaurant “Orti di Leonardo” is a dish served with first course, second course (meat, fish or vegetarian), side dish and drinks. The single dish costs €26.
Ground Floor

First Floor

Training room 1: Caccia Dominioni
Training room 2: Cavaliere
Training room 3: Marinetti
PSRM General Reception and Keynote Speech

UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI MILANO
Via Festa del Perdono, 7 - 20122 Milano

How to get there from the conference venue

Metro: MM1 Duomo
Bus: 94
Tram: 16 - 19
| Room                  | Room No. | Thursday |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     | Friday |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     | Saturday |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
|----------------------|----------|----------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|----------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| Volta Hall (1F)      | 1        | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 2110 | 2210 | 2108 | 1508 | 2001 | 2215 | 2104 | 2105 | 2106 |
| Manzoni Hall (1F)    | 2        | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 1802 | 2004 | 2006 | 1118 | 2102 | 2008 | 1205 | 1714 | 1719 |
| Leonardo Hall (GF)   | 3        | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 1607 | 1511 | 1911 | 2009 | 2007 | 1505 | 2003 | 1114 | 1713 |
| Bramante Hall (GF)   | 4        | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 1904 | 1903 | 1905 | 1503 | 2124 | 1302 | 1003 | 1718 | 1512 |
| Solari Hall (GF)     | 5        | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 1806 | 1804 | GESIS | 1112 | 2119 | 2121 | 1507 | 1108 | 1102 |
| Verdi Hall (1F)      | 6        | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 1705 | 1708 | 1716 | 1101 | 1712 | 1907 | 1709 | 1913 | 1710 |
| Porta Hall (1F)      | 7        | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 1408 | 1103 | 1216 | 1008 | 1908 | 1401 | 1106 | 1604 | 1912 |
| Toscanini Hall (1F)  | 8        | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 1305 | 1116 | 1215 | 1007 | 1202 | 1403 | 1501 | 2211 | 1803 |
| San Carlo Borroméo Hall (GF) | 9 | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 1005 | 1006 | 1805 | 1602 | 2204 | 1603 | 2101 | 2207 | 2209 |
| Chagall Hall (GF)    | 10       | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 1105 | 1204 | PSRM  | 2206 | 1610 | 1208 | 2203 | BIPS  | 1601 |
| Agnesi Hall (GF)     | 11       | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 1203 | 1206 | 1301 | 1910 | 2115 | 1406 | 1214 | 1001 | 1207 |
| Training Room Caccio Dominioni (1F) | 12 | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 1209 | 1211 | 1609 | 1901 | 2109 | 1111 | 1404 | 1115 | 2122 |
| Training Room Cavaliere (1F) | 13 | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | 2118 | 2117 | 2005 | 2112 | 1407 | 1509 | 1510 | 1611 |
| Training Room Marinetti (1F) | 14 | 10:00    | 11:45 | 14:00 | 16:00 | 08:15 | 10:15 | 12:15 | 14:15 | 16:30 | 09:00 | 10:45 | 13:15 | 15:15 | Council | EUP*/R&P* | 2208 | 2216 | IPSR |

Table cells display the panel ID  
GF= Ground Floor  
1F= First Floor  
* see schedule above for precise starting times
Panels

Thursday 22 June
10:00 – 11:30

Volta Hall
1711
Using Experiments to Understand Voting Behavior
Chair: Royce Carroll
Discussant: Theresa Kuhn

Kristen Kao Ellen Lust Lise Rakner
Vote-Buying, Clientelism, and Social Institutions:
Evidence From a Conjoint Experiment in Malawi

Donghyun Danny Choi
Instruments of Control: Party Leader Endorsements
and Candidate Selection in Africa

Adam Harris, Kristen Kao, Ellen Lust
The Determinants of Local and National Vote
Choice in Malawi

Christopher Carter
The Revenue Advantage of Local Parties: Natural
Experimental Evidence from Peru

Manzoni Hall
1701
Campaign Politics
Chair: Claes de Vreese
Discussant: Zachary Greene

Sebastian Jäckle, Thomas Metz and Pascal D. König
Only a beauty contest? Appearance-based effects
in the elections to the US House of Representatives
2016

Julia Schulte-Cloos
Fool Me Once: Violations of Electoral Integrity in
Democracies and its Effects on Voting Behavior

Shaun Bowler and Todd Donovan
Effects of Information on Attitudes about Campaign
Finance Regulations

Jakob-Moritz Eberl, Konstantin Glinitzer, Veronika
Heider, Sylvia Kritzinger and Markus Wagner
Flawed elections and young voters’ trust in
democracy: The case of the 2016 Austrian
presidential election

Leonardo Hall
2120
Inequality and Redistribution
Chair: Manuele Citi
Discussant: Lukas Linsi

Yeonju Lee
Oligarchic network, Visibility of Inequality and
Tolerance for inequality

James E. Alt, Sebastian Barfort and David Dreyer
Lassen
Expectations, Experiences, Updating: The Effect of
Wealth and Unemployment Shocks on Beliefs,
Preferences, and Voting

Michael M. Bechtel, Roman Liesch, Kenneth F.
Scheve
Inequality and Redistribution Behavior

Diogo Ferrari
The Mediation Effect of Preferences for
Redistribution on Preferences for Centralization of
Political Authority by Policy Area

Bramante Hall
1004
Strategic Candidates
Chair: Ryan Jablonski
Discussant: Julia Partheymüller

Benoit S Y Crutzen, Nicolas Sahuguet
Uncontested primaries: causes and consequences

Benoit S Y Crutzen, Sabine Flamand
Weak versus Strong Leaders and Incentives in
Political Parties

Thomas Braeuninger, Dominic Ponattu
The Electoral Returns to Political Experience

Solari Hall
1808
Parliamentary Careers 1
Chair: Stefanie Bailer
Discussant: William B. Heller

Matt Kerby, Feodor Snagovsky
A Sequence Approach to Canadian Legislative and
Cabinet Career Paths

Turner-Zwinkels, Tomas Bailer, Stefanie Bailer
Parliamentary Professionalization and the
Complete Political Careers of Swiss, German and
Dutch MPs
Markus Baumann, Hanna Bäck and Johan Bo Davidsson
In line with the party? The role of intra-party politics, personal characteristics, and gender in Swedish cabinet appointments

Tobias Bach and Jostein Askim
The drivers of ministerial selection in Norway

Verdi Hall
2111
Survey Methods
Chair: Dean Lacy
Discussant: Nikitas Konstantinidis

Dean Lacy
Nonseparable Preferences Explain Over-Time Instability in Survey Responses

Daniel Gingerich and Virginia Oliveros
Lying About Corruption in Surveys: Evidence from a Joint Response Model

Mike Medeiros, Patrik Öhberg, Benjamin Forest and Spencer Piston
Gendered Ideology: The Impact of Binary versus Non-Binary Gender Questions on Survey Satisfaction in Sweden, Canada and the United States.

Patrick M Kuhn and Nick Vivyan
Contextualization, Self-Affirmation and Turnout Misreporting

Porta Hall
1608
Good Governance and the Economy
Chair: Dennis Quinn
Discussant: Mark Kayser

Jason Davis
Affect, Availability Heuristics, and Trade Beliefs

David Marshall and Patrick Bernhagen
Venue shifts and the quality of government-business relations: a comparative study of US, German and British corporate political engagement

Sam van Noort
The Importance of Effective States: State Capacity and Economic Development

Ruth Carlitz, Kristen Kao, Ellen Lust, Lise Rakner, and Pierre Landry
Unpacking “Good Governance”: Exploring Subnational and Intra-Community Variation in the Quality of Governance in Malawi

Enze Han and Cameron Thies
External Threats, Internal Challenges, and State Building in East Asia

Toscanini Hall
1304
Media Politics
Chair: Chitralekha Basu
Discussant: Joost van Spanje

Christian Gläßel and Katrin Paula
Sometimes less is more: Media censorship, news falsification, and protest in 1989 East Germany

Luigi Curini, Thomas Hanitzsch, Jessica Kunert, Sergio Splendore, Tim P. Vos
An ideological gap? Citizens and journalists in four countries

Alan Renwick and Jack Vowles
Tales of Two Referendums: Comparing Debate Quality Between the New Zealand Voting System Referendum and the British Alternative Vote Referendum

Chitralekha Basu
The News Media and Voter Responses to the Financial Crisis in Britain

San Carlo Borromeo Hall
1104
Coalition Formation
Chair: Mariken van der Velden
Discussant: Daniela Giannetti

Or Tuttnauer
Supersize me: how oversized coalitions benefit junior coalition partners

Mariken van der Velden
Talk is Cheap? The Importance of Inter-Party Communication for Coalition Formation

Shaun Bowler, Justin Freebourn, Jana Grittersova and Indridi Indridason
Stocks, Bonds, and Bargaining Duration

Chagall Hall
1902
Explaining Conflict
Chair: Sunhee Park
Discussant: Sirianne Dahlum

Altarf H. Ali
Identifying Conflict Escalation Patterns using Nonparametric Bayesian Models
Sunhee Park
Rebel Characteristics and Bargaining Behavior

Alex Chang, Yen-chen Tang
Gun and Votes: The Role of an Authoritarian Regime in a Democratic Election

David Lindsey
Diplomacy, Ambassadorial Representation, and Conflict

Agnesi Hall
1002
Enforcing Public Goods Provision
Chair: Roman-Gabriel Olar
Discussant Chair: Per-Olof Busch

Brenton Kenkel
Punish Liars, Not Free-Riders

Alexia Katsanidou Gesis-Leibniz institute for the Social Science Roula Nezi Gesis-Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences Gerhard Rienier University of Dusseldorf
Political Attitudes and the Breakdown of Cooperation: Evidence from a Public-Good game

Nicholas Lyon
The joint effect of group size and group diversity on public goods provision: Evidence from a lab-in-the-field experiment in Kenya

Mario Chacon, Natalia Garbiras
Can the Size of the Legislature Improve Bureaucratic Efficiency? Evidence from Colombia’s Local Governments

Per-Olof Busch, Hauke Feil, Jana Herold und Andrea Liese
Assessing the expert authority of international bureaucracies

Training Room Caccia Dominioni
2205
The Politics of Ethnicity
Chair: TBC
Discussant: Annerose Nisser

Daniel Bochsler, Bernard Grofman
The Effects of Ethnic Fragmentation on Party Proliferation Revisited: The Intermediating Role of Ethnic Parties

Inken von Borzyskowski, Patrick M Kuhn
Election Violence and Ethnic Identification in Africa

Masaaki Higashijima, Christian Houle
Ethnic Inequality and Ethnic Identification: Evidence from Sub-Saharan Africa

Mariana Giusti-Rodriguez
The Policy Reach of Ethnic Cleavages: The Impact of Ethnicity on Policy Preferences in the Andes

Training Room Cavaliere
2214
Globalization and Attitudes
Chair: Miguel Carreras
Discussant: Oliver Westerwinter

Ignacio Jurado
Globalization and Satisfaction with Democracy

Shaun Bowler and Miguel Carreras
Economic Anxiety and Anti-Establishment Attitudes in Europe

Andrea Cerrato, Federico Maria Ferrara, Francesco Ruggieri
Trumped-Up Trade? Import Competition and the Rise of Protectionism in the U.S.

Katerina Vrablikova
Economic hardship, politicization and protest in Western Democracies

Andreas Duer and Bernd Schlipphak
Party cues and public attitudes towards trade agreements: The case of TTIP
**Thursday**
**11:45 – 13:45**

**Volta Hall**
**2002**

**European Union Attitudes**
Chair: Thomas König
Discussant: Florian Foos

Erik Gahner Larsen, Robert Klemmensen
Shaping the European public? The effects of European unification on public opinion

Maurizio Ferrera, Alessandro Pellegata
The lure of national (re)closure. EU citizens’ attitudes toward access to welfare

Fabio Franchino, Alessandro Pellegata
Assessing the micro-foundations of “Brexit” and post-Brexit scenarios

Theresa Kuhn, Aaron Kamm
Public support for a European Unemployment Benefits Scheme: Combining Evidence of Laboratory and Survey Experiments

Roberto Pannico
The effect of transformation. Changes in parties’ structure and effectiveness of cues on the EU

**Manzoni Hall**
**1606**

**Immigration Policies**
Chair: Marc Helbling
Discussant: Michael Meffert

Marc Helbling and David Leblang
Controlling Immigration?

Vittorio Merola
The Price of Inequality: How Economic Differences Shape Authoritarianism and Hostility toward Immigrants

Sophia Wallace, Geoffrey Wallace
Public Attitudes Towards the DREAM Act: Exploring Support for Immigration Reform

Sebastian Barfort, Sara B. Hobolt
Voter Polarization and Constrained Political Choice: The Immigration Issue

Konstantinos Matakos, Dominik Hangartner, Elias Dinas, Dimitrios Xefteris
Waking Up to a Golden Dawn: The Effects of Exposure to the Refugee Crisis on Political Attitudes and Support for Far-right Parties

**Leonardo Hall**
**2103**

**Measurement in International Relations**
Chair: Philip Schrodt
Discussant: Svend-Erik Skaaning

Andrew Kerner, Charles Crabtree
Statistical Revisions and Uncertainty over the African Political Economy

Lukas Linsi, Daniel K. Muegge
Harmonized Inaccuracy? Inter-National Economic Statistics in the Age of Globalization

Philip Schrodt
PLOVER: A new framework for political event data

Michael Colaresi, Baekkwan Park, Kevin Greene
An Automated Method for Coding Consistent Human Rights Scores with Fewer Assumptions

Sebastian Ziaja
The democratic civil peace revisited: assessing the predictive power of political regime indicators

**Bramante Hall**
**1717**

**European Election Issue Space**
Chair: Emanuel Emil Coman
Discussant: Arthur Dyevre

Louise Hoon
Catch-22: the Eurosceptic voter in a two-dimensional ideological space

Sven Hillen, Nils Steiner
Left-Authoritarians and Voter Turnout in West European Countries

Laura Cabeza
Why do (some) voters take into account national issues when casting votes in non-national elections? A comparison of local, regional and European election in Spain

Ida B. Hjermitslev
Putting EU on the Map: Changes in the Political Space of Party Competition

Emanuel Emil Coman
Regional Governments and the Distribution of Funds from the Central Government
**Solari Hall**

**Parliamentary Careers 2**

Chair: Philip Manow
Discussant: Sebastian Jäckle

Wang Leung Ting
The effect of pre-parliamentary career on representatives’ behaviour: A study of British MP’s tendency to speak during parliamentary debates

Sebastian Jäckle
Which path to choose? Trajectories of German Länder Ministers

Turner-Zwinkels, Tomas Mills, Melinda
Pathways to Power: The Role of Human Capital in Obtaining Ministerial Offices

Donald D. Searing, Nicholas Allen, Gabriele Magni
Career Politicians: Motivations, Beliefs and Behavior

**Verdi Hall**

**Vote for Challenger Parties**

Chair: Denis Cohen
Discussant: J. Alexander Branham

Niklas Harder
Context and Motivation in Party Politics: How important is electoral success for party survival?

Carl Berning, Kai Arzheimer
Subnational Context and Support for the Radical Right: France, Germany, the Netherlands, and the UK

Joost van Spanje, Elias Dinas, Bjorn Burscher

Jose Fernandez-Albertos, Alexander Kuo
Economic Booms and Busts and the rise of anti-establishment parties: the case of Podemos

**Porta Hall**

**The Formation of Partisanship**

Chair: Janne Tukiainen
Discussant: Till Weber

Leticia Ruiz-Rodríguez, Patricia Otero-Felipe
Patterns of party coherence in Latin America

Jaemin Shim, Kenneth Mori McElwain
Multi-level Cleavages and Party Politics in East Asia

Mathias Poertner
Creating Partisans: New Political Parties and Societal Linkages in Young Democracies

Annerose Nisser, Miriam Hänni
Make Them Cooperate: Experimental Evidence on Politicians’ Willingness to Engage in Cross-Ethnic Cooperation

Torun Dewan, Jaakko Meriläinen, Janne Tukiainen
Mid-Victorian Voting: Party Orientation and Class Alignment Revisited

**Toscanini Hall**

**Candidate Messages 2**

Chair: Martin Haselmayer
Discussant: Benoît Y Crutzen

Catherine Hafer, Dimitri Landa, Patrick Le Bihan
Who Gets the Credit? News-gathering competition and political accountability

Laura Bronner
Sticking to the script: Examining the quality of political representation in Britain, 1892-1914

Scott Matthews
Negation framing: Redefining issues by challenging existing associations

Loes Aaldering
Mediatized leadership effects and three sources of moderation: the influence of time, media outlet and voter characteristics

Martin Haselmayer, Lisa Hirsch, Marcelo Jenny
Love is blind: Partisan biases in the perception of positive and negative party communication

**San Carlo Borromeo Hall**

**Political Economy of Resources and Development**

Chair: Cyrus Samii
Discussant: Sam van Noort

Leonard Wantchekon, Piero Stanig
The Curse of Good Soil? Land Fertility, Roads and Rural Poverty in Africa

Darin Christensen, Alexandra Hartman, Cyrus Samii
Land Regimes, Customary Authority, and Investment: Evidence from Liberia
Darin Christensen, Mai Nguyen, Renard Sexton
Reluctant Reformers: How Myanmar’s Military Attempts to Retain Resource Rents amid Democratization

Paul Hofman, Esther Mokuwa, Paul Richards, Maarten Voors
Are peasant livelihoods damaged by large-scale agrarian land acquisitions? A case from Sierra Leone

Alexandra Hartman, Christopher Blattman, Robert Blair
How to promote order and property rights under weak rule of law: Long-term impacts of community education on disputes and investment

Chagall Hall
1201
Authoritarian Politics
Chair: F. Daniel Hidalgo
Discussant: Franziska Barbara Keller

Barbara Piotrowska
Reaching the Converted: the Importance of Political Conviction in the Operation of Authoritarian Regimes

Stephanie Dornschneider, Alexander Dukalskis
Autocratic legitimation in Asia and the Middle East: How collective action fails before it starts.

F. Daniel Hidalgo
Purges: How Dictatorships Affect Electoral Politics After Democratization

Florian M Hollenbach
Autocratic Elites and Investments in Public Goods in 19th Century Prussia Cities

Agnesi Hall
2116
The Permanent Eurocrisis
Chair: Thomas Sattler
Discussant: Stefanie Walter

Francesco Nicoli, Sebastiaan Wijsman
Europe’s Circular Illness

Konstantinos Myrodias
The Structural Adjustment Programmes in the Eurozone: is it a déjà vu?

Aidan Regan, Sam Brazys
The Politics of Capitalist Diversity in Europe: Explaining Ireland’s Divergent Recovery from the Euro Crisis

Andrew Peterson, Thomas Sattler
Political Communication and Macroeconomic Stabilization in the Eurozone

Lucy Barnes, Timothy Hicks
Popular Austerity

Training Room Caccia Dominioni
2201
National Identity
Chair: Hector Solaz
Discussant: Dominik Duell

Elisheva Rosman
An Army of People or a People’s Army? Military Service as an Attempt to Bridge Social Gaps: The Case of the IDF

Daniel Bochsler, Miriam Hänni
Consociational Oligarchies, and the Trade-off Between Peace and Democracy

Joan-Josep Vallbé, Lluís Medir
Correctness or coherence? Attribution of responsibility in multilevel political settings

Hector Solaz
Does Military Service Increase National Identity? Evidence From Spain

Training Room Cavaliere
2301
The New World of Political Theory
Chair: Toni Rodon
Discussant: TBC

Toni Rodon, Marc Sanjaume
Theories of Justice in the Lab: how principles shape redistribution

Guy Aitchison
Realist disobedience? Protest, coercion and the limits of an appeal to justice

Dimitrios Panagos
Indigenous Peoples in North America and the Problem of Political Obligation

Tugce Uraler
Political Theory in Progress, Science versus Philosophy

Thursday 22 June
14:00 – 15:45
Volta Hall
2113

Measuring Policy Positions
Chair: Patrick Le Bihan
Discussant: Kenneth Benoit

Kyle Marquardt, Daniel Pemstein, Brigitte Seim, Constanza Sanhueza Petrarca, Michael Bernhard, Adam Glynn, Staffan Lindberg

Experts versus crowds: Under what circumstances can crowd-sourced data substitute for expert-coded data?

Alexander Horn
Crowd-sourced text analysis in comparison with expert judgements at different levels of task complexity

Martin Elff
Party Families Beyond Left and Right: Contrasting Conceptions of Party Ideology

Leonce Röth
Towards equivalent party positions on the market dimension

Christian Adam, Steffen Hurka, Xavier Fernández-i-Marín, Christoph Knill
Restrictiveness of morality policy: a comparative assessment of 26 countries through 50 years

Manzoni Hall

1212

Income Inequality and the Welfare State
Chair: Santiago López Cariboni
Discussant: David Dreyer Lassen

Lucy M. Goodhart
Economic Fundaments and their Political Offspring: The Hollowing out of American Wages and Preferences for Government Spending and Services

Nestor Castaneda, David Doyle, Cassilde Schwartz
Labor markets, tax preferences, and redistribution in developing countries: experimental evidence

David Hope
Explaining cross-country variation in the response of consumers to changes in income inequality: Bringing in political-economic institutions

Tom O’Grady
The role of political elites in lowering support for the welfare state: evidence from British parliamentary speeches from 1987-2015

Yasemin Irepoglu Carreras

Fiscal Decentralization, Interactive Governance and Income Inequality: A Comparative Study

Leonardo Hall

1109

Information and Bias
Chair: Elias Dinas
Discussant: James E. Alt

Leonardo Baccini and Lucas Leemann
Information and Updating - How Voters Update Beliefs After Natural Disasters

Carlo Prato, Stephane Wolton
Wisdom of Crowds? Information Aggregation and Electoral Incentives

James Wilhelm
Issue Voting in the Electorate

David Asker and Elias Dinas
Outside the Echo Chamber: Online Opinion Polarization through Motivated Reasoning

Omer Yair and Raanan Sulitzeanu-Kenan
The Politics behind Perceptions of Political Bias

Bramante Hall

1702

Electoral Institutions and Political Outcomes
Chair: Alexander Kuo
Discussant: Anthony McGann

Thomas Däubler and Lukas Rudolph
Primacy effects on the candidate vote under open-list PR: separating candidate quality from placement

Elena Llaudet
Voting for Parties or for Candidates: Do Electoral Institutions Make a Difference?

Michal Pierzgalski
Simulating the Impact of the Electoral District Magnitude on the Disproportionality in Proportional Representation Elections

Mihail Chiru, Marina Popescu, Istvan Szekely
Revisiting new party success: the role of electoral system features and executive politics

Gail McElroy, Stefan Mueller, Shaun Bowler
Cumulative Voting: How Monogamous are voters, when given free rein?

Solari Hall

1504
Legislator Accountability
Chair: Christopher Kam
Discussant: Craig Volden
Dominic Nyhuis, Matthias Henneke and Thomas Zittel
Geographic representation beyond the district
Cristina Bucur
The Politics of Leadership Selection and Party Discipline in Parliamentary Democracies
Christopher Kam, Anthony Bertelli and Alexander Held
Rethinking Electoral Accountability: The Party System and the Electoral Formula
Volpi, Elisa
Daniel M. Butler, Adam G. Hughes, Craig Volden, and Alan E. Wiseman
Do Constituents Know about the Lawmaking Effectiveness of Their Representatives, and Do They Care?

Verdi Hall
1715
Voting and Turnout
Chair: Carolina Plescia
Discussant: Nils Steiner
Guido Tiemann
Ambiguity, Uncertainty, Risk, and Vote Choice
Carolina Plescia and Francesco Zucchini
Voting for policy when it matters: How government alternation shapes voter incentives to engage in compensational voting
Brian Flanagan
Quasi-exogenous Voting Rules
Konstantin Käppner and Susumu Shikano
Habituation or Adaptation in Voting? Modeling multilevel Turnout Dynamics by applying Longitudinal Item-Response Models to Voter File Data
Ria Ivandic
A Behavioral Voter: Turnout and Loss Aversion

Porta Hall
1605
Human Rights
Chair: Kerim Can Kavakli
Discussant: Daniela Barba-Sánchez
Petra Guasti and David Siroky
Failed justice: Explaining rejection from the ECtHT over space and time
Kerim Can Kavakli
US Presidential Elections and Human Rights Around the World
Kristin M. Bakke, Neil Mitchell and Hannah Smidt
When States Crack Down on Human Rights Defenders
Tanushree Goyal and Sam van Noort
State Capacity and Child Marriage: evidence from India
Moritz Marbach
Refugees and the UN Security Council

Toscanini Hall
1402
Domestic Actors and International Organizations
Chair: Patrick Bayer
Discussant: Julia Gray
Daina Chiba, Songying Fang, Xiaojun Li and Atsushi Tago
Territorial Indivisibility and Public Preference for Dispute Resolution: Evidence from Japan
Patrick Bayer
How Country Differences Matter for Multilateral Agreements
Jonathan A. Chu
International Organizations and American Public Opinion on Humanitarian War
Nicola Chelotti, Niheer Dasandi & Slava J. Mikhaylov
The Socialization Effect of EU Membership on Foreign Policy Preferences: Evidence from Debates in the United Nations
Andrea Liese, Per-Olof Busch, Jana Herold and Hauke Feil
Anyone considering our advice? Studying the influence of international organizations as policy experts

San Carlo Borromeo Hall
2107
Party Positions
Chair: Slava Mikhaylov
Discussant: Robert Klemmensen

Andrea De Angelis

Amy Catalinac and Hikaru Yamagishi
Party Strategies in Post-Electoral Reform Japan

Martin Gross and Michael Jankowski
Scaling Local Party Manifestos: Exploring Theoretical and Methodological Challenges

Airo Hino and Luigi Curini
Sketching policies from scratch: Comparing policy estimates between ‘real’ party manifestos and ‘quasi’ manifestos by semi-structured interviews

Liam Weeks, Slava Mikhaylov, Alex Herzog and Micheál Ó Fathartaigh
More than words? Explaining the origins of the Irish party system

Chagall Hall
1703
German Elections
Chair: Thomas Gschwend
Discussant: Thomas Saalfeld

Mark Andreas Kayser and Arndt Leininger
A Länder-based Forecast of the 2017 German Bundestag Election

Julia Partheymüller
Dynamics of strategic voting in German elections, 2005-2013

Roland Kappe
Forecasting the 2017 German Election

Thomas Gschwend, Simon Munzert, Marcel Neunhoeffer, Sebastian Sternberg, Lukas Stoetzer and Steffen Zittlau
A Dynamic Forecasting Model for the 2017 German Federal Election

Kai Jäger
What are the Long-Term Effects of Campaigning? Evidence from a Natural Experiment in Germany

Agnesi Hall
1909
Conflict Escalation
Chair: Inken von Borzyskowski
Discussant: Daina Chiba

Livio Di Lonardo
Deterrence and Information Flows in Counterterrorism

Lars-Erik Cederman, Simon Hug, Livia Schubiger, Francisco Villamil Fernandez
Civilian Victimization, ethnic targeting and conflict escalation

Kyle Marquardt
Identity, ethnicity and conflict: Social and political exclusion and civil war onset

Adam Scharpf
How officer beliefs shaped repression during Argentina’s ‘Dirty War’

Nadiya Kostyuk, George Yin
Retaliate or Not? Theory of cyber deterrence

Training Room Caccia Dominioni
2114
Applications in Quantitative Methods
Chair: Richard Traunmüller
Discussant: Marius Radean

Javier Ruiz-Soler
Twitter as the new Coffee House? The mapping of the European Political Twittersphere and its significance for the European Public Sphere

Viola Asri and Sarmistha Pal
How does social pension reform affect elderly co-residence? Panel evidence from India

Eleanor Knott
Direct vs. Indirect: Methods of Everyday Nationalism in Political Science

Training Room Cavaliere
2213
Corruption
Chair: Noam Lupu
Discussant: Matthew S. Winters

Rabia Malik
Transparency, Elections, and Tax Evasion in Pakistan

Isabela Mares and Giancarlo Visconti
Voting for the Lesser Evil: Evidence from a Conjoint Experiment in Romania

Elisabeth de Vega Alavedra
Are coalition governments more (or less) corrupt than single-party ones? A within country analysis of developed democracies.

Michal Paulus and Eva Michalikova
Gravity Model as a Policy Preference Mapping Tool: EU Anti-Bribery Policy Application

Lucas Novaes and Carlos Velasco Rivera
Public Rewards to Political Brokers: Evidence from Local Elections in Brazil
Thursday 22 June
16:00 – 18:00

Volta Hall
1113
Social Media and Political Campaigns
Chair: Sebastian Popa
Discussant: Pablo Barberá
Cigdem Kentmen-Cin, Funda Z. Savas, and Funda Sarici
Tweeting the Campaign: Candidates’ use of Twitter in the 2015 Turkish General Elections

Xiaodong Zhang
Social Media Popularity and Election Results: A Study of the 2016 Taiwanese General Election

Pablo Barberá, Javier Lorenzo Rodríguez
Can exposure to political news on social media change citizens’ views on political issues, vote intention, and preferences over government coalitions?

Ana S. Cardenal, Carol Galais and Silvia Majó-Vázquez
Social Media and Agenda Setting: Widening or Eroding Consensus on the Public Agenda?

Sebastian Popa, Daniela Braun
Informing the Public: Party and Candidate Communication Compared across Platforms

Manzoni Hall
2123
Text Analysis: déjà vu all over again
Chair: Laura Bronner
Discussant: Gijs Schumacher
Nicolas Merz
Do parties copy-paste? Testing the Party Policy Diffusion Hypothesis with a Textreuse Approach

Vincent Arel-Bundock and Lisa Lechner
Writing and Re-Writing International Law

Arthur Spirling and Matthew Denny
Assessing the Consequences of Preprocessing Decisions

Michael Courtney, Michael Breen, Iain McMenamin and Gemma McNulty
Multi-Lingual Text Classification and Inter-Coder Reliability

Leonardo Hall
1502
Coalition Policies
Chair: Diana Burlacu
Discussant: Jae-Jae Spoon
Heike Klüver and Hanna Bäck
Policy payoff allocation in multiparty cabinets: Evidence from a quantitative content analysis of coalition agreements in Western and Eastern Europe

Patrick Dumont, Albert Falcó-Gimeno, Indridi H. Indridason and Daniel Bischof
Pieces of the Puzzle: Coalition Formation and Preference Compatibility

Christine S. Lipsmeyer and Mallory E. Compton
Occasional Watchdogs or Coalition Pork? Oversight, Policymaking, and Coalition Bargaining

Maria Thürk
Minority Governance and Legislative Support Coalitions - Who influences Policy Change?

Despina Alexiadou and Jude Hays
Appointing Ministers to Multiparty Cabinets

Bramante Hall
1107
Economic and Strategic Voting
Chair: Rob Johns
Discussant: Guido Tiemann
Tarik Abou-Chadi and Mark Kayser
Luxury Goods Voting and Multiparty Competition

François Gélineau, Mathieu Turgeon, Yannick Dufresne
The Individual and Institutional Determinants of Electoral Accountability in Four Latin American Federal Regimes

Tomoko Matsumoto and Kenneth McElwain
Deflation and Government Approval

Andrew C. Eggers and Nick Vivyan
Who votes strategically?
4 Solari Hall 1110
Protest Behaviour
Chair: Nathalie Giger
Discussant: Friederike Luise Kelle

Jordi Muñoz, Eva Anduiza
Protest and riots: A Natural Experiment on the Effect of Violent Tactics on Popular Support for Protest Movements.

Miquel Pellicer, Eva Wegner and Alexander De Juan
Efficacy, Blame Attribution, and Protest Scope: Findings from a survey experiment in South Africa

Theofanis Exadaktylos, Roula Nezi and Ioannis Konstantinidis
Acceptance of austerity policies: evidence from a survey experiment in Greece

Nathalie Giger and Julian Bernauer
Populist Representation: Conceptualizing the Substance of Populism in Europe from the Voters' Perspective

Eva Anduiza and Camilo Cristancho
Turnout and expected turnout in protest events

Verdi Hall 1706
The Electoral and Political Effects of Corruption
Chair: Miriam Golden
Discussant: Catherine de Vries

Marko Klasnja, Noam Lupu and Joshua Tucker
When Do Voters Sanction Corrupt Politicians?

Theresa Kuhn
Corruption and support for decentralization

Mark Buntaine, Ryan Jablonski, Paula Pickering, Dan Nielson
Information, voter turnout and strategic accountability in electoral autocracies

Laia Balcells, Elena Costas Perez, Catherine E. De Vries, Aina Gallego, Hector Solaz
The political legacy of corruption

Isabela Mares and Lauren Young
The electoral evaluation of nonprogrammatic strategies: evidence from Eastern Europe

Porta Hall 1704
New advances in issue-based explanations to party and voting behavior
Chair: Henrik Bech Seeberg
Discussant: Zachary Greene

Stefaan Walgrave, Anke Tresch and Jonas Lefevere
A Comparison of Salience and Proximity models of Voting: Evidence from Belgium and Switzerland

Daniel Bischof and Markus Wagner
Do Parties Lead or Follow Public Opinion?

Henrik Bech Seeberg
“They are stealing our issue!” Party communication and the dynamics of issue ownership

Zachary Greene
Competing on competence: How the scope of campaign messages structure competence evaluations

Toscanini Hall 1217
Unions and Interest Representation
Chair: Line Rennwald
Discussant: Nadja Mosimann

Nuve Yazgan
Divergent Responses to Austerity: Comparing Trade Unions' in the Greek and Irish Cases

Daniel Stegmueller, Michael Becher and Konstantin Käppner
Local Union Organization and the (In-)Equality of District-level Representation in the US Congress

Nadja Mosimann
Trade Union Membership, Redistribution Support and Party Choice

Elin Haugsgjerd Allern, Tim Bale, Simon Otjes and Anne Rasmussen
Institutionalized Access to Government: Examining the Connection between Corporatism and Party-Interest Group Relationships

Line Rennwald and Jonas Pontusson
Should I stay or should I go now? How social class and union membership conditions the propensity of voters to abandon mainstream Left parties at the beginning of the 21st century
San Carlo Borromeo Hall
1213
Democracy and Development
Chair: Darin Christensen
Discussant: Piero Stanig
Mario A. Maggioni, Domenico Rossignoli and Marco Colagrossi
Taking stock of democracy and growth: a new meta-analysis
Susumu Annaka and Masaaki Higashijima
Democratization and Human Development
Troy S. Broderstad
A meta-analysis of income and democracy
Florian Reiche
Modernization Revisited: The Case of sub-Saharan Africa

Chagall Hall
1801
Empowering Legislators
Chair: Daniel Höhmann
Discussant: Michael Jankowski
Tom Louwerse
The Blurring of Opposition: Measuring Government-Opposition Relations in Parliament
Alexandra Cirone, Brenda van Coppenolle
Bridging the Gap: Lottery-based Procedures in Early Parliamentarization
Jonathan B. Slapin and Justin H. Kirkland
Legislative Speech and Rebellion: Emphasizing Dissent or Explaining Votes
Valentin Schröder and Philip Manow
The End is not Nigh: Cabinet Stability and the Role of the Government in German Legislation, 1890-2005
Jochen Rehmert
Behavioral Consequences of Open Candidate Recruitment

Agnesi Hall
1906
Conflict Moderation
Chair: Kerim Can Kavakli
Discussant: Nils-Christian Bormann
Gerald Schneider and Patrick Weber
Sabine Carey, Belén González
How to improve human rights in post-conflict settings: The role of accountability
Mwita Chacha and Szymon Stojek
Oil and the Propensity of Biased Civil War Interventions
Tatjana Stankovic, Vibeke Wølen Hansen and Jon Hovi
The Dynamics of Civil War Peace Negotiations and the Duration of Peace
Charlotte Fiedler
The effects of specific elements of democracy on peace

Training Room Caccia Dominioni
1405
The Pursuit of Conflict
Chair: Manuel Vogt
Discussant: Bernd Beber
Linh Tong
Why did the Philippine pivot to China? Discourse analysis of the Philippine Foreign policy through President Duterte’s speeches
Manuel Vogt
Colonialism, Elite Networks, and the Origins of Ethnic Power-Sharing
Lisa Hultman and Sabine Otto
Protection of Civilians: The Long-term Effects of UN Peacekeeping Operations
Rui Asano
Endogenous Peace by Peacekeepers? Peacekeeping Operation and Conflict Relapse

Training Room Cavaliere
2212
Immigration and Integration
Chair: Sarah J. Cormack-Patton
Discussant: Romain Lachat
Lucila Figueroa, Rachel Gillum, Niklas Harder, Jens Hainmueller, Dominik Hangartner, David D. Laitin, Duncan Lawrence
Measuring Immigrant Integration
Volha Charnysh and Leonid Peisakhin
Role of Parents and Peer Networks in the Transmission of Political Identities: A Natural Experiment
Judith Spirig
Along the Tracks: How the Immigration of Yugoslavian Seasonal Workers Impacted on Their New Hometowns

Dominik Hangartner and Lukas Schmid
Migration, Language, and Employment

Miranda Simon, Cassilde Schwartz, David Hudson, and Shane Johnson
Immigration Policy and Migration Dynamics: Experimental Evidence on the Impact of Information
Friday 23 June
8:15 - 10:00

Volta Hall
2110
Causality
Chair: Alrik Thiem
Discussant: Dominik Hangartner
Michael Aklín and Patrick Bayer
How Can We Estimate the Effectiveness of Institutions? Solving the Post-Treatment versus Omitted Variable Bias Dilemma
Paul Kellstedt and Mark Pickup
Equation Balance in Time Series Analysis: What it is and Why it Matters
Luke Keele, Randy Stevenson
Causal Interaction and Effect Modification: Same Model, Different Concepts

Manzoni Hall
1802
Legislator Behavior
Chair: Juraj Medzihorsky
Discussant: Christopher Kam
Kamil Marcinkiewicz and Mary Stegmaier
Parliamentary Activities and Preference Vote Shares: The Electoral Importance of Speeches
Zsófia Papp
Pork barrel politics and its electoral benefits in a mixed-member system
Silje Synnøve Lyder Hermansen and Andreja Pegan
A battle for resources: Personal parliamentary assistants and party control
Aron Buzogány
Policy Expertise and Policy Responsiveness: The Case of Environmental Policy

Leonardo Hall
1607
Democracy and Democratization
Chair: Amuitz Garmendia Madariaga
Discussant: Carl Henrik Knutsen
Carl Henrik Knutsen, Jan Teorell, Agnes Cornell, John Gerring, Haakon Gjerløw, Svend-Erik Skaaning, Tore Wig, Daniel Ziblatt, Kyle Marquardt, Dan Pemstein, Brigitte Zimmermann
War and democratization in the “long 19th century”: Introducing the Historical Varieties of Democracy Dataset
Svend-Erik Skaaning
Different Types of Data and Measurement Validity
Claudia Zucca, Fabrizio Biondi
The People’s Jury: Measuring Party Competition with a Network Modeling Approach
Tomoko Matsumoto and Tetsuji Okazaki
Elite Continuity and Mobility over Phases of Democratization

Bramante Hall
1904
Repression and Behaviour
Chair: Lauren E. Young
Discussant: Anita Gohdes
Sebastian Schutte and Constantin Ruhe
Revenge, prejudice, and authoritarian thinking: studying the individual-level consequences of political violence in ongoing conflicts
Benjamin Laughlin
Refugee Cascades and the Spatial Spillover of Fleeing in Civil War
Marina Petrova
Differentiating Types of State Repression and Dissent Incidence
Lauren E. Young
Variation in citizen reactions to repression and the potential for mass mobilization under autocracy

Solari Hall
1806
Political Control
Chair: Scott Moser
Discussant: Philipp Köker
Jonathan Lewallen, and Scott Moser
Houses in Motion: Bicameralism and Partisan Coordination
Thomas Saalfeld, Patrick English, Lucas Geese and Carsten Schwemmer
Is there a ‘Westminster Bubble’: and, if so, why?
Giovanna Invernizzi
Scandal in the Lab: Experimental Evidence on How Voters React to Public Signals
Verdi Hall
1705
The determinants of the vote: Economics, social identities or ideological perceptions?
Chair: Markus Wagner
Discussant: Thomas Gschwend
Stephen Quinlan and Martin Okolijk
Patrimonial economic voting: a cross-national analysis of wealth’s impact on the vote
Ruth Dassonneville and Hanna Wass
It’s the social identities and partisan loyalties, stupid? The bases for vote choice in Europe
Eric Guntermann and Mikael Persson
Income Distributions and the Relative Representation of Rich and Poor Citizens
Bojan Todosijevic
Directional and proximity models of party preferences in a cross-national context
Porta Hall
1408
Protest
Chair: Peter Grand
Discussant: Eva Anduiza
Nils B. Weidmann and Espen Geelmuyden Rød
The Internet and Mass Protest in Autocracies
Friederike Luise Kelle
Change we can believe in: On the Role of Religion in Demands for Self-Determination
Kana Inata
Protest, Counter-protest, and Endogenous Institutionalisation of Protest Group
Toscanini Hall
1305
Analysis of Media Coverage
Chair: Rebecca Glazier
Discussant: Nathaniel Beck
Amber Boydstun, Jessica Feezell and Rebecca Glazier
Experimental Analysis of Framing under Differential Terrorism Conditions
Andrea De Angelis and Alessandro Vecchiato
A Test of Media Capture Using Unsupervised Techniques
Mark David Nieman and Elena Labzina
Identifying and Understanding the Use of State-Controlled Media: A Machine-learning Approach
Florian Bader, Andreas Blatte
Change of moods? Welcome Culture, Populist Parties and hate crimes: Media reporting in Germany in the course of the refugee crisis.
San Carlo Borromeo Hall
1005
Public Goods
Chair: John Patty
Discussant: Thomas Braeuninger
Kira Pronin and Jonathan Woon
Public Deliberation, Private Communication, and Collective Choice
John Patty and Elizabeth Maggie Penn
Preferences Over Representatives
Su-Hyun Lee
Ethnic Diversity, Political Institutions, and Public Goods Provision
Markus Tepe and Christine Prokop
Advocating the public good? Comparing students of public administration, economics and law in a public goods game with and without punishment
Chagall Hall
1105
Corruption in Elections
Chair: Heiko Giebler
Discussant: Natascha Neudorfer
Miguel R. Rueda and Nelson A. Ruiz-Guarin
Political Agency, Election Quality, and Corruption
Rebecca Weitz-Shapiro, Matthew S. Winters
Political Sophistication and Reactions to Political Corruption
Heiko Giebler
The limits of accountability: partisan biases in the evaluation of political scandals
Sofia Breitenstein
Choosing the crook: A conjoint experiment to assess under what conditions voters support corrupt politicians
Agnesi Hall
1203
Compliance, Redistribution and Taxation
Chair: Lucy M. Goodhart
Discussant: Karsten Donnay

Ida Bastiaens and Laura Seelkopf
Tax Aid Curse? International Assistance, Taxation, and the Informal Sector

Irene Menendez
Explaining support for non-contributory social policy: evidence from Argentina

Armin von Schiller and Sarah Berens
Many reasons to ‘not’ comply: How government corruption and weak state capacity erode the fiscal contract in Sub-Saharan Africa

López Cariboni, Santiago
Political foundations of electricity losses and theft: evidence from survey experiments and time-series cross-section data in Latin America

Training Room Caccia Dominioni
1209
Political Economy and Governance in China
Chair: Wenfang Tang
Discussant: Enze Han

Xin Sun
Politicized Enforcement, Authoritarian Style: Evidence from the Enforcement of Land Regulations in China

Chuyu Liu, Yue Hou and Charles Crabtree
Religious Discrimination in China’s Labor Market: A Field Experiment

Sarah Eaton and Reza Hasmath
How Successful are the Chinese Communist Party’s Legitimation Strategies? Public Opinion about State Capitalism in China

Victor Shih
Coalitions of the Weak: Manipulating Elite Selectorate and Its Consequences in China

Training Room Cavaliere
2118
The Political Economy of Crime
Chair: Andrea Colombo
Discussant: Sam Myers

Marcela Ibáñez de Foerster
Let’s (Not) Get High! Estimating the Effect of Drug Decriminalization

Jasper Jack Cooper
Can Community Policing Expand State Capacity? A randomized evaluation of the community auxiliary police in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea

Andrea Colombo and Ilan Tojerow
Public good under appointed versus elected mayors: Evidence about criminality in Belgium

Filippo Boeri and Roger Vicquéry
Friday 23 June
10:15 – 12:00

Volta Hall
2210
The Politics of Gender 2
Chair: Lucas M. Novaes
Discussant: Fabrizio Gilardi

Natascha Neudorfer
Sex, System or Both? Advancing the debate on the relationship between gender and corruption looking at survey data in Ghana

Tore Wig, Sirianne Dahlum
Female Political Empowerment and Internal Armed Conflict

Topi Hulkkonen, Tuomas Takalo and Janne Tukiainen
Gender Specific Relative Age Effects in Politics and Soccer

Patrick Kraft
Women Also Know Stuff: Challenging the Gender Gap in Political Sophistication

Manzoni Hall
2004
Brexit
Chair: Raymond Duch
Discussant: Sara B. Hobolt

Rosalind Shorrocks and Roosmarijn de Geus
Brexit and the Generational Gap in EU Support: A Cross-National Perspective

Marco Di Cataldo
The impact of EU objective 1 funds on regional development: Evidence from the UK and the prospect of Brexit

Sara Hobolt, Thomas Leeper and James Tilley.
Social Identity Cues and Policy Preferences: An experimental study of attitudes towards Brexit

Kenneth Benoit and Akitaka Matsuo
The Brexit Debate through Social Media: Topics, Arguments, and Attitudes

Leonardo Hall
1511
Dimensionality and Party Competition
Chair: Nathalie Giger
Discussant: Andrea De Angelis

Nikitas Konstantinidis
To Split or Not to Split? An Intra-Party Bargaining Model of Multi-party Electoral Competition

Royce Carroll and Hiroki Kubo
The Sources of Complexity: Measuring and Explaining the Dimensionality of Ideological and Party Perceptions

Nathalie Giger and Simon Lanz
The consequences of a multidimensional political space for issue ownership voting

Bramante Hall
1903
Geography and Conflict
Chair: Shoko Kohama
Discussant: Tore Wig

Espen Geelmuyden Rød, Tore Wig, Mihai Croicu
Streets to Revolution: Urban Geography and Mass Protest in Autocracies

Shoko Kohama, Kazuto Ohtsuki, and Yasutaka Tominaga
Bombing and Mining in War: Evidence from Cambodia

Kai Gehring, Lennart Kaplan and Melvin Wong
Geocoded Aid and Conflict - Mechanisms and causality

Inken von Borzyskowski, Michael Wahman
(Election) Violence Data: Biases and Pitfalls

Solari Hall
1804
Legislators and their Constituents
Chair: Reto Wuest
Discussant: Enrique Hernández

Jack Blumenau
Do E-Petitions Work? A Field Experiment in the House of Commons

Jonas Pontusson and Reto Wuest
Do Citizens Prefer Affluent Representatives?
Gabriele Magni and Zoila Ponce de Leon
Electoral Rules, Gender, and Legislators’ Responsiveness: Field Experiments from Europe and Latin America

Mario Chacon, Jeffrey Jensen, and Sidak Gebre Yntiso
The Effects of Political Representation on Racial Minorities: Evidence from the US Reconstruction Period

Verdi Hall
1708
Electoral Fraud
Chair: Katrin Paula
Discussant: Isabela Mares

Katrin Paula and Mascha Rauschenbach
Electoral Clientelism and Voter Intimidation

Svitlana Chernykh
The Dilemma of Electoral Compliance

Daniel Berliner and Joachim Wehner
Audits and Accountability in South Africa

Gianmarco Daniele and Gemma Dipoppa
Mafia, Elections and Violence against Politicians

Porta Hall
1103
Climate Change
Chair: Constantine Boussalis
Discussant: Rutger Hagen

Rutger Hagen and Christophe Crombez
Battling Climate Change, Revisiting Global Public Goods; How a Successful Coalition can be Built and Maintained

Lena Schaffer
Climate change policy in crises? National economic conditions and partisan politics

Thomas Bernauer and Liam F. McGrath
Why Do Citizens Support Unilateral Climate Policy?

Lukas Fesenfeld and Thomas Bernauer
Investigating public support for climate food policies

Toscanini Hall
1116
Legitimacy
Chair: Tom Clark
Discussant: Gerald Schneider

Jon C. Rogowski and Andrew R. Stone
Draining the "Reservoir of Goodwill"? Legitimacy and the U.S. Supreme Court Nomination Process

Adriana Bunea
Legitimacy through targeted transparency? Examining the democratic legitimacy and policy effectiveness of the EU's lobbying regulation regime.

Martino Maggetti and Philipp Trein
Does the EU succeed in promoting more policy coordination at the national level? A comparative analysis of thirteen countries and four policy sectors

Arthur Dyevre, Nicolas Lampach
The Choice for Europe: Judicial Behaviour and Legal Integration in the European Union

Julie Hassing Nielsen
The Impact of Democrat Size on Internal Efficacy: Denmark and the US

San Carlo Borromeo Hall
1006
Perspectives on Presidentialism
Chair: Andrew G. Long
Discussant: Jonathan Klingler

Robert S. Erikson and Till Weber
Voice and Balancing in US Congressional Elections

Gleason Judd, Lawrence S. Rothenberg
Does it Pay to Tinker with a Relic?

Andrew G. Long
Presidential Systems, Information, and Crisis Bargaining

Philipp Köker
Veto Power but not Veto Player? Determinants of presidents’ legislative veto power beyond override majorities
Chagall Hall
1204
Monetary Politics
Chair: Vytautas Kuokštis
Discussant: Lucy M. Goodhart

Dennis Quinn and Stephen Weymouth
The Political Origins of Exchange Rate Valuations

Jonas Markgraf and Guillermo Rosas
Do Publicly Owned Banks Give Politicians an Electoral Advantage? Evidence from German elections.

Jørgen Bølstad
Not So Similar After All: On Non-Convergence in the Eurozone

Julia Gray, Nicole Baerg, Jakob Willisch
They Could Have Been Contenders: A Power-Sharing Explanation for Central Bank Independence in Transition Countries

Agnesi Hall
1206
Politics of Capital Ownership
Chair: Katharina Pfaff
Discussant: James R. Hollyer

Elsa Massoc
When do banks do what governments tell them to? A comparative study of the Greek sovereign crisis management in France and Germany in 2010

Katharina Pfaff and Alejandro Quiroz Flores
A Theory of Expropriation of Domestic Capital Under Democracy

Tabea Palmtag, Tobias Rommel and Stefanie Walter
Globalization and Protest - How Trade and Foreign Direct Investment Affect Public Protest in Russia

James R. Hollyer, B. Peter Rosendorff, James Raymond Vreeland
Firm-Level Investment Decisions and Government Transparency

Training Room Caccia Dominioni
1211
Trade Politics
Chair: Soo Yeon Kim
Discussant: Federico Maria Ferrara

Tyson Chatagnier, Haeyong Lim
Does the WTO Exacerbate International Conflict?

Padraig Carmody, Niheer Dasandi and Slava Mikhaylov
How China “Made America Great Again”: The Paradoxical Impact of Chinese Trade on African Foreign Policy Positions

Soo Yeon Kim, Gabriele Spilker
Firms, Global Value Chains, and Compliance in WTO Disputes

Training Room Cavaliere
2117
Immigration and Populism
Chair: Mario Chacon
Discussant: Roland Kappe

Albana Shehaj, Adrian J. Shin, Ronald F. Inglehart
Immigration and Right-Wing Populism: An Origin Story

Seiki Tanaka, Frances Rosenbluth, and Rieko Kage
Manufacturing Multiculturalism: The Economic Underpinnings of Pro-Immigration Attitudes

Roland Kappe
Media attention, party positioning and public support for right-wing populist parties: The emergence of the “Alternative für Deutschland” (AfD) party in Germany

Jeremy Ferwerda and Dominik Hangartner
Local Welfare Benefits and Immigrant Settlement: Evidence from Switzerland
Friday 23 June
12:15 – 14:00

Volta Hall
2108
Advances in Survey Methods
Chair: Scott Cook
Discussant: Holger Reinermann

Brett Carter and Erin Baggott Carter
Autocrats and their Lobbyists: The Politics of Foreign Influence

Scott Cook, Betsabe Blas, Raymond Carroll, Samiran Sinha
Sample Selection Bias in Binary-Outcome Data

Daniel Pemstein and Brigitte Seim
Anchoring Vignettes and Item Response Theory in Cross-National Expert Surveys

Manzoni Hall
2006
Support for the EU
Chair: Philipp Trein
Discussant: Hyeonho Hahm

Alexander Geisler
Using a latent variable approach with multiple indicators for modeling diffuse public support for the European Union

Ruben Ruiz-Rufino Sonia Alonso
Support to mainstream parties in the Eurozone after the financial crisis

Julian Schuessler
Does the EU successfully buy support? Evidence from a regression-discontinuity design

Elias Dinas, Ignacio Jurado, Nikitas Konstantinidis and Stefanie Walter
Keeping the euro at any cost? Explaining preferences for euro membership in Greece

Leonardo Hall
1911
Civil Wars
Chair: Julian Wucherpfennig
Discussant: Tatjana Stankovic

Michael Colaresi and Lora DiBlasi
SPII: A New Dataset Measuring National Security Oversight in Democracies

Nils-Christian Bormann, Jonathan Cinnamon, Stacey Hynd
Do Nightlights Emissions Enlighten? Exploring the effect of local economic conditions on violence against civilians during civil war

Wakako Maekawa
Estimating Preferences of Non-State Actors

Fenja Søndergaard Møller
Performance legitimacy and conflict events in African provinces

Bramante Hall
1905
Trade, Resources and Violence
Chair: Ranan Kuperman
Discussant: Soo Yeon Kim

Sara McLaughlin Mitchell
Dams in Global Context: Conflict Inducing or a Path to Peace?

Christopher K. Butler, Scott Gates, Haavard Mokleiv Nygaard, and Siri Aas Rustad
Forces of Darkness: Proto-states, armed conflict, and resource allocation

Julia Gray
Aiming Too High: Security Explanations for the Implementation Gap in International Economic Organizations

Ranan Kuperman
An analysis of the debate between two perspectives of liberal peace

Solari Hall
1805
Legislative Ties
Chair: Jennifer Hayes Clark
Discussant: Tom Louwerse

Daniel Rubenson and Peter Loewen
Does Telling Legislators What Their Constituents Think Lead to Better Representation?

Jennifer Hayes Clark, Michelle Belco and Savannah Sipole
Divided We Stand over Immigration Reform: Roll Call or Voice Voting in the U.S. Congress

Sarah Anderson, Daniel Butler, and Laurel Harbridge Yong
Beyond Polarization: Voters as Obstacles to Legislative Compromise
Thomas König, Nick Lin, and Katsunori Seki  
Challenging Governments: Committee Leadership and the Role of the Opposition in Parliamentary Democracies

Verdi Hall  
1716  
Advances in Electoral Research  
Chair: Constanza Sanhueza Petrarca  
Discussant: Jose Fernandez-Albertos

Peter Grand  
Exploring the Region of Acceptability. When Do Voters Deviate from Their Directional Voting Predictions?

Leandro De Magalhaes, Salomo Hirvonen  
Multi-Office Incumbency Advantage: Political Careers in Brazil

Nicola Martocchia Diodati  
Is It Only You and Me? Explaining Party Competition in Western Europe Since 1995

Konstantinos Matakos and Dimitrios Xefteris  
It is not (only) the economy stupid! Ethnic identity heterogeneity and redistributive outcomes in the US

Porta Hall  
1216  
Redistributive Politics  
Chair: Silja Häusermann  
Discussant: Eric Guntermann

Maria Carreri and Edoardo Teso  
Economic Recessions and Congressional Preferences for Redistribution

Klaus Armingeon and David Weisstanner  
Education premiums as a source of inequality: The role of regulative and redistributive policies

Hyeon Seok Park  
Household debts and Political Economy of Taxation after the crisis of 2008

Toscanini Hall  
1215  
Central Banks  
Chair: Sebastian Dellepiane  
Discussant: Dennis Quinn

Vytautas Kuokštis  
Manufacturing and Exchange Rate Choices in Developed Countries

Manuela Moschella and Luca Pinto  
To concentrate or to disperse? Why countries delegate macroprudential responsibilities to central banks

Sebastian Dellepiane  
Credible Commitment and the Making of Monetary Institutions

Agnesi Hall  
1301  
Authoritarian Regimes and Media  
Chair: Sarah Berens  
Discussant: Wen-chin Wu

Hannah S. Chapman  
Shoring Up Autocracy: Participatory Technologies and Regime Support in Putin’s Russia

Blake Miller  
Censorship Without Deletion: How “Shadow-Banning” on Sina Weibo Hides Censorship from Users

Franziska Barbara Keller and Sergey Sanovich  
Public appearances of political elites in opaque regimes - the cases of China and the Soviet Union

Training Room Caccia Dominioni  
1609  
Gender and Government  
Chair: Guy Grossman  
Discussant: Elena Frech

Guy Grossman, Kristin Michelitch and Ana Garcia Hernandez  
When Gender Gaps are Good and Bad: Assessing Substantive Representation and Legislative Performance among Ugandan Politicians

Kuniaki Nemoto  
The Effect of a Gender Quota on Female Legislators’ Substantive Representation in East Asian Democracy

Selina Hofstetter  
Empowering Women - The Economic Impact of Enfranchisement in A Direct Democracy

Tamaki Ohmura, Stefanie Bailer  
Youth parties: equalizing or reinforcing the gender imbalance?
Training Room Cavaliere
2005
Euroskepticism
Chair: Katrin Auel
Discussant: Fedra Negri

Christopher J. Williams
Banking on Identifiers: How Does Strength of Party Identification Influence Responsiveness to Euroskepticism

Sofia Vasilopoulou and Liisa Talving
Issue-based Euroscepticism: voter attitudes on EU freedom of movement

Katrin Auel
The Good, The Bad or The Ugly? Eurosceptic Parliamentary Actors in the Media

Till Heinsohn and Martin Schultze
The short-term dynamics of Euroscepticism. Three Forms of Campaign Communication under Review

Constantin Schäfer
Shift Happens? Explaining Growing Euroscepticism with a Shift in Individual Values

Training Room Marinetti
2208
Politics of Non-Discrimination
Chair: Alexandra Siegel
Discussant: Karine Van der Straeten

Saurabh Pant
Mob Violence and the Lack of Terror: The Case of Indian Muslims

Rikhil R. Bhavnani and Alexander M. Lee
The Downstream Effects of Affirmative Action in a Bureaucracy: Evidence from a Natural Experiment in India

Randy Besco
Discrimination and Political Participation: A Cross-national Test

Alexandra Siegel, Joshua Tucker and Jonathan Nagler
Tweeting Beyond Tahrir: Ideological Diversity and Political Tolerance in Egyptian Twitter Networks
Friday 23 June
14:15 – 16:15

**Volta Hall**
1508

**Party Systems**

Chair: Jon H. Fiva
Discussant: Orit Kedar

Lorenzo De Sio and Till Weber
Issue Yield and Party System Change: Modeling the Strategic Integration of Newly Emerging Issues into Party Platforms

Valentino Larcinese
Coordination without the party: electoral and legislative consequences of the “Gentiloni Pact” in Italy

Pamela Ban, Alexander Fouiranies, Andrew B. Hall and James M. Snyder, Jr.
The Decline of American Party Organizations

Florian Foos and Daniel Bischof
Federalism and Party System Fragmentation: On the Unintended Consequences of Increasing Decentralization

Gary W. Cox, Jon H. Fiva, Daniel M. Smith
Parties, Legislators, and the Origins of Proportional Representation

**Manzoni Hall**
1118

**The Politics of Political Issues**

Chair: Johanna Willmann
Discussant: Mary Stegmaier

Johanna Willmann
The structure of political attitudes in Europe

Koji Yamamoto
Estimating Effect of Change in Policy Preference on Change in Voting Intention Over Time: Micro-foundation for Theories of Parties’ Move

Eric Guntermann, Mikael Persson and Mikael Gilljam
Policy Voting and the Representation of Policy Preferences

Andrew Philips, Christine Lipsmeyer, and Guy D. Whitten

Mathieu Turgeon and Philip Habel
Understanding the Roles of Prejudice, Ideology, and Self-Interest in Political Attitudes toward Affirmative Action Policies in Brazil

**Leonardo Hall**
2009

**EU Decision-Making**

Chair: Maurits J. Meijers
Discussant: Bjørn Høyland

Martijn Huysmans
Heterogeneity, vetoes and exit clauses in (con)federal systems, with an application to the European Union’s Article 50

Nils Ringe and Steven Lloyd Wilson
Signaling Influence and Leadership Selection in the European Parliament

Hyeonho Hahm
How to Design: A Conjoint Analysis of Attitudes towards the EU Decision-Making Process

Maurits J. Meijers, Harmen van der Veer
Issue Competition over ‘Democratic Backsliding’: MEP Responses to the ‘Illiberal Turn’ in Central and Eastern Europe

Erika van Elsa, Andreas Goldberg and Claes de Vreese
EU issue voting and the 2014 EP election campaign: a dynamic perspective

**Bramante Hall**
1503

**Coalition Voting and Termination**

Chair: Sylvia Kritzinger
Discussant: Francesco Zucchini

Carolina Plescia and Sylvia Kritzinger
Intra-cabinet and intra-party conflict and retrospective voting

Michael Lewis-Beck, Roni Lehrer and Andreas Murr
How Wise Are Crowds?

Heike Klüver and Jae-Jae Spoon
Coalition governments and party competition: The electoral implications of ministerial portfolios

Svenja Krauss
Control mechanisms in coalition governments: How cross-partisan junior ministers influence cabinet stability
Ed Morgan-Jones, Matthew Loveless
Constitutional Rules and Democratic Evaluations: Do constitutional rules governing early election calling shape perceptions of democratic quality?

Solari Hall
1112
Political Polarization
Chair: Damien Bol
Discussant: Albert Falcó-Gimeno

Niheer Dasandi, Slava Mikhaylov, and Caleb Pomeroy
Persistent Polarization in the United Nations

Paul C. Bauer
Conceptualizing and Measuring Polarization

Johannes Schmitt and Simon T. Franzmann
Measuring Ideological Polarization in Party Systems: An Evaluation of the Concept and the Indicators

Ryan Bakker, Christopher Hare, Robert N. Lupton, and Keith T. Poole
Crowded Coalitions: How Demographics, Ideology, and Issue Priorities Divide and Sustain the Contemporary American Parties

Verdi Hall
1101
Trade-offs in Preferences over Distributive Policies
Chair: Paul Marx
Discussant: Catherine de Vries and Hector Solaz

Silja Häusermann, Thomas Kurer, Denise Traber
The Politics of Trade-offs: Studying the Dynamics of Welfare State Reform with Conjoint Experiments

Cameron Ballard-Rosa and Kenneth Scheve
Public Preferences in the United Kingdom for Tax Progressivity

Paul Marx
Anti-elite parties and political inequality: how challenges to the political mainstream reduce income gaps in internal efficacy

Piero Stanig and Paolo Belardinelli
Altruism, Linked Fate, and Preferences for Redistribution

Porta Hall
1008
The Effects of Political Institutions
Chair: Thomas Jensen
Discussant: Ken Shotts

Eric Dickson, Sanford Gordon, and Gregory Huber
Profile in the Lab: How Group Targeting by Law Enforcement Affects Legitimacy and Compliance

Tiberiu Dragu and Xiaochen Fan
The Strategy of Repression

Thomas Jensen and Thomas Markussen
Modeling the “Dividend of Democracy”

Ellen Holtmaat
Company-state relations in global governance: Private standards, market concentration, and a political economy of exports

Matias Nunez and Dimitrios Xefteris
Unanimous Implementation: A case for Approval Mechanisms

Toscanini Hall
1007
Committee Decision-Making
Chair: Cheryl Schonhardt-Bailey
Discussant: Nick Lin

Jan Sauermann, Paul Beckmann
An Experimental Study of Voting by Veto

Cheryl Schonhardt-Bailey
Do Actions Speak Louder than Words? Nonverbal Communication in Parliamentary Oversight Committee Hearings

Moritz Marbach and Tilko Swalve
Safe Secrets? Voting Rules and Information in Committees of Representatives

David M. Willumsen, Patrik Öhberg
Who goes where? Committee assignment in strong-party settings.

Zachary Greene and Javier Sajuria
Agenda Setting and Intra-Party Deliberation: Who gets represented at party national meetings?
San Carlo Borromeo Hall
1602
Gendered Representation: Politics and Policies
Chair: Elena Frech
Discussant: Selina Hofstetter
Audinga Baltrunaite, Alessandra Casarico, Paola Profeta and Giulia Savio
Let the voters choose women
Fabrizio Gilardi, Oliver Dlabac
Spillover effects in women's political representation
Lucas M. Novaes
The Exit Trap: Gender Differences in Political Perseverance
Maciej A. Górecki, Michael Jankowski
Identifying behavioural effects of affirmative action: Electoral gender quotas in an unrestrictive institutional context
Eva-Maria Euchner and Elena Frech
Debunking a Myth: Are female "quota MEPs" less active?
Chagall Hall
2206
Immigration and Integration
Chair: Jeffrey Jensen
Discussant: Conrad Ziller
Sebastian Jäckle, Pascal D. König
The effects of spatial and temporal influences on anti-refugee violence
Maria Grasso
Generations and attitudes to immigration in Western Europe
Eva Raschke
The Political Integration of Immigrants
Pauline Jones and Maiko Isabelle Heller
The Effect of State-Church Relations on Voter Attitudes Toward Immigration
Conrad Ziller
Public Response to Economic Progress of Immigrants

Agnesi Hall
1910
New Approaches to Conflict Research
Chair: Sabine Carey
Discussant: Scott Gates
Kiyotaka Yasui
Taking Voters Seriously: Electoral Cycles of Audience Costs
Kazuhiro Obayashi, Rentaro Iida and Jonathan Lewis
How Legislatures Discuss Violence: The Case of Nigeria
Sabine Carey and Anita Gohdes
Explaining the killing of journalists by state agents
Julia Gray and Raymond Hicks
'So We Send Them Planes and Rifles': Trade Patterns in the Spanish Civil War
Erin Baggott Carter
Small Events in High Politics

Training Room Caccia Dominioni
1901
Ethnic Conflict
Chair: Alexandra Scacco
Discussant: Max Schaub
Ludovico Alcorta, Jeroen Smits and Haley Swedlund
The roots of social conflict - a dyadic analysis of grievances and horizontal inequalities
Aleksandra Zdeb and Daniel Bochsler
Cross-border ties or polygamy? The fragile interplay of external kin-state relations and domestic political autonomy
Charity Butcher
Cross-Border Ethnic and Religious Affinity: A New Dataset
Alexandra Scacco and Shana Warren
Can Social Contact Reduce Prejudice and Discrimination? Evidence from a Field Experiment in Nigeria
Training Room Cavaliere
2112
The Spatial Analysis of Politics
Chair: Kevin A. Clarke
Discussant: Laron Williams

Daina Chiba
It Takes Two to Tango: Statistical Models for Dyadic Data in Conflict Research

Tim Wegenast and Mario Krauser
A Geospatial Analysis of the Effects of Natural Resource Ownership on Socio-Economic Grievances

Julian Wucherpfennig, Philipp Hunziker
A Model for Capturing Variation in Susceptibility to Spatial Diffusion

Marius Radean
Tailored Confidence Intervals: Computing Customized CIs to Indicate Significance of Difference Between Two Point Estimates
Friday 23 June
16:30 – 18:15

Volta Hall
2001
European Integration and Representation
Chair: Gail McElroy
Discussant: Simon Hug

Miriam Sorace
The European Parliament has a Representative Inequality Problem: Voter Education and Legislative Responsiveness in the EP7

Katjana Gattermann
Mediated personalization of European Union politics: Explaining patterns in broadsheet coverage, 1992-2016

Manuele Citi and Mogens K. Justesen
Redistributive Politics in a Political Union: The Case of the EU

Laszlo Bruszt Nauro F Campos
Deep Economic Integration and State Capacity: The Case of the Eastern Enlargement of the European Union

Manzoni Hall
2102
Political Rhetoric: Measurement and Method
Chair: Heike Klüwer
Discussant: Leonce Röth

Giovanna Iannantuoni, Elena Manzoni and Francesca Rossi
Do individuale heterogeneity and spatial correlation matter? An innovative approach to the characterisation of the European political space

Sebastian Juhl
Dynamic Party Positions and Reciprocal Spatial Dependencies: Analyzing Multiparty Competition in the German Parliamentary System Using Roll-Call Votes

Christopher Kam, Sven-Oliver Proksch
Parliamentary Rhetoric and Obstruction: Evidence from Germany and Canada

James Sanders, Giulio Lisi and Cheryl Schonhardt-Bailey
Words and Arguments in Parliamentary Select Committee Hearings: How do We Establish Robustness in Textual Data Analysis?

Andrea Ceron and Zachary Greene
Verba volant, scripta manent? Party conferences and Intra-party cohesion in Italy and France

Leonardo Hall
2007
Issues in EU Governance
Chair: Thomas König
Discussant: Adriana Bunea

Philippe van Gruisen and Christophe Crombez
If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together: Trio Presidencies in the Council of the EU

Amie Kreppel and Buket Oztas
The Paternity of Policy in the European Union: The Origins of the Commission’s Work Program Priorities

Philipp Broniecki, Lukas Obholzer and Christine Reh
Bargaining success in the Council of the EU: the impact of salience and impatience in legislative decision-making

James P. Cross and Derek Greene
Leading or following? Capturing and Explaining the Policy Agenda of the European Commission between 1985 and 2016.

Thomas König
Still the century of intergovernmentalism? Partisan Ideology, Two-level Bargains and Informal Governance in the Post-Maastricht Era

Bramante Hall
2124
Survey Experiments
Chair: Nick Vivyan
Discussant: Timothy Hicks

David J. Hendry
Preference Falsification, Coalitional Psychology, and the Persistence of Norms

Holger Reinermann
A survey experiment on the contents and understanding of the left-right dimension

Seonghui Lee
The Origins of Confidence in Political Knowledge

Korhan Koçak
Sequential Updating
Sonke Ehret
Language, Empathy and Redistributive Decision Making

**Solari Hall**
**2119**
**Fiscal Politics**
Chair: Laura Seelkopf
Discussant: Kenneth Scheve

Christopher Gandrud and Mark Hallerberg
Who Determines Fiscal Value?: Statistical agency autonomy and the fiscal value of member state policies in the European Union

Julian L. Garritzmann, Hanna Kleider and Leonce Roeth
Parties and Education Policy in Multi-Level Systems: The Effects of Regional Governments and Regional Authority on Regional Education Spending in 245 Regions in 15 OECD Countries over two decades

Pavithra Suryanarayan and Steven White
Slavery, Reconstruction, and Fiscal Capacity in the American South

Philipp Genschel and Laura Seelkopf
Pathways to the tax state: timing, sequence and revenue

**Verdi Hall**
**1712**
**Vote for Challenger Parties 1**
Chair: Eva Wegner
Discussant: Thomas Däubler

Denis Cohen
Between Strategy and Protest: How Ideology, Political Disaffection and Strategic Incentives Matter for Radical Right Voting

Fabian G. Neuner and Christopher Wratil
Is It Popular to Be Populist? The Social Desirability of Populist Attitudes

Elena-Cristina Mitrea, Monika Mühlböck, Julia Warmuth
Falling to the right? Fear of socioeconomic decline and political attitudes

Catherine de Vries, Sara B. Hobolt
Challenging the mainstream on European integration and immigration

**Porta Hall**
**1908**
**Political Radicalization and Terrorism**
Chair: Robert A. Huber
Discussant: Anna Getmansky

Milan Obaidi, Robin Bergh, Jim Sidanius and Lotte Thomsen
The Mistreatment of My People: Victimization-by-proxy and Behavioral Intentions to Commit terrorism

Sara Polo and Julian Wucherpfennig
Refugees and the Spread of Terrorism: New Data and Analyses

Albert Falcó-Gimeno, Jordi Muñoz and Roberto Pannico
The political consequences of terrorism: Evidence from natural experiments

Katerina Tertychnaya
Terrorism, Counterterrorism, and Democratic Reversals

**Toscanini Hall**
**1202**
**Competence**
Chair: Daniel Rubenson
Discussant: Eric Dickson

Sebastian Fehrler and Moritz Janas
Delegation to a Committee

John Patty and Daniel Rubenson
A Theory of Sprezzatura: Signaling with Multidimensional Types

Enrique Hernández
Should You Sacrifice Your Constituents? Moral Dilemmas and the Evaluations of Politicians

Agnes Brender and Katharina Pfaff
The effect of leader’s military background on arms imports

**San Carlo Borromeo Hall**
**2204**
**Representation**
Chair: Lawrence S. Rothenberg
Discussant: Heiko Giebler

Rumilda Canete, Josepa Miquel-Florensa, Stephane Straub, Karine Van der Straeten
Open/Closed lists and Information on votes for corrupt politicians: Evidence from a voting experiment in Paraguay
Leslie Schwindt-Bayer and Mathias Tromborg
Constituent Demand and Legislative Representation

J. Alexander Branham, Mikael Gilljam and Mikael Persson
Public Opinion, Elite Opinion, and Policy Outputs

Anders Ravik Jupskås, Ann-Kristin Kölln and Jonathan Polk
Performing Democratic Linkage? The Role of Party Members in the Scandinavian Countries

Noam Lupu, Nicholas Carnes
What Do Voters Think About the Descriptive Underrepresentation of the Working Class?

Chagall Hall
1610
Environmental Politics
Chair: John Kenny
Discussant: Maria Grasso

Alfonso Sanchez
Climate change, land degradation and communal violence

Vally Koubi, Gabriele Spilker, Lena Schaffer, and Tobias Böhmelt
Environmental change and migration: Adaptation possibilities versus trapped populations

John Kenny
Environmental Recession: The Effect of the Great Recession on Support for Environmental Protection

Constantine Boussalis, Travis Coan, and Mirya R. Holman
Is Climate Change on the Urban Agenda? A Large-scale Analysis of U.S. Cities

Agnesi Hall
2115
Networks in Politics
Chair: Lucas Leemann
Discussant: Joachim Wehner

Brett V. Benson, Kristopher Ramsay
Characterizing the Global Small Arms Trade Network

Anne Schäfer
Political Talk and Electoral Volatility in Comparative Perspective

David Szakonyi
Princelings and Political Rents

Olga Chyzh
Network Analysis Using a Local Structure Graph Model: Application to Alliance Formation

Training Room Caccia Dominioni
2109
QCA
Chair: Kevin A. Clarke
Discussant: Luke Keele

Sho Niikawa
Towards a methodological pluralism: A set theoretical review of coalition studies

Alrik Thiem
A Phantom Menace: Random Data, Model Specification and Causal Inference in Qualitative Comparative Analysis

Markus B. Siewert
Mapping Configurational Comparative Methods in the Social Sciences

Kevin A. Clarke
Set Theory, Statistics, and QCA

Training Room Cavaliere
1407
Global Capital
Chair: Alejandro Quiroz Flores
Discussant: James Hollyer

Hendrik Platte
When Disaster Strikes -- How Diasporas Affect Emergency Aid Flows

Amy Pond
Labor and Investment Policy: Inflow Liberalization and Outflow Restrictions

Barry Maydom
Migrant Remittances and Political Participation

Training Room Marinetti
2216
Cases of Identity
Chair: Ebubekir Isik
Discussant: Michael Nicholson

Ibrahim Khatib
Identity, Conflict Perception, Democratic Values and Reconciliation: Arab Israeli conflict as a case study

42
S. Erdem Aytaç, Ali Çarkoğlu, and Erik Nisbet
Drivers of Anti-Americanism in a Muslim-Majority Country: Evidence from a Survey Experiment in Turkey

Ebubekir Isik
Ideological Positioning “ Stateless” Nationalist and Regionalist Parties (SNRPs) Nexus: The case of the pro-Kurdish Democratic People’s Party (HDP) in Turkey

Rudabeh Shahid
Social Capital Formation in the Bengali-speaking Muslim Communities in Three Indian Border States
Saturday 24 June
9:00 - 10:30

Volta Hall
2215
Advances in Political Sociology
Chair: Thomas Kurser
Discussant: David Willumsen

Ingrid Grosse
Urban-rural life satisfaction: a closer look into Europe and Asia

Sabrina J. Mayer and Martin Schultze
Multiple party identifications, political involvement and cross pressures: Results from a representative survey in Germany

Thomas Kurser
The declining middle: Political reactions to occupational change

Theresa Gessler and Julia Schulte-Cloos
Dynamics of Cultural Protest from the New Left and the New Right

Achim Goerres and Hayfat Hamidou
The Physical Correlates of Political Elite Membership: Comparing the Health and Fitness of Elected Politicians with the General Public in Germany

Manzoni Hall
2008
EU Integration
Chair: Amie Kreppel
Discussant: Francesc Amat

Pirmin Bundi and Michael A. Strebel
Does the Nature of a Policy Matter? A Policy-Centred Approach to European Integration

Dominik Schraff
The Free Movement of People and Public Support for European Integration: A Panel Study on Labor Market Competition

Katharina Holzinger and Thomas Malang
Political Economy of Differentiated Integration: The Case of Common Agricultural Policy

Gerald Schneider
Schengen-Dublin: The regime that wasn’t there

Stefano Ronchi
Why Spend on Social Investment? Comparing political and structural determinants of social investment reforms in the EU through the crisis time

Leonardo Hall
1505
Pledges, Policies, and Cues
Chair: Petia Kostadinova
Discussant: Katjana Gattermann

Rosa M. Navarrete and Marc Debus
Do regional primaries affect party’s ideological congruence?

David Barrett
Evaluating the Electoral impact of Party Cohesion in the British Labour Party: A Newspaper Approach

Petia Kostadinova
Election promises in the spotlight: how the visibility of party pledges in the media facilitates their fulfilment

Luigi Marini
Red Parties and Blue Parties. The Politics of Party Colours: Use and Perception of Non-Verbal Cues of Ideology

Bramante Hall
1302
Candidate Messages 1
Chair: Andrew Little
Discussant: Philip Habel

Andrew Little and Sherif Nasser
Unbelievable Lies

Jason Eichorst, Nick Lin, and Moritz Osnabrügge
Electoral System and the Style of Legislative Speech

Sascha Göbel and Simon Munzert
Cloaked campaigning: Politicians in the Wikipedia marketplace of information

Andrea Ceron and Sergio Splendore
The Twittersphere and the informed Twittersphere in the 2016 Italian constitutional referendum debate. Who leads, who follows?

Monica Anna Giovannelli
Echo Chambers: Voter-to-Voter Communication and Political Competition
Solari Hall
2121
Welfare State
Chair: Diana Burlacu
Discussant: Jonathan Polk

Diana Burlacu
Public opinion and policy reforms. A longitudinal analysis

Macarena Ares
Changing jobs, changing parties? A longitudinal analysis of intra-generational class mobility and party preferences

Jonathan Chapman
Democratic reform and opposition to government expenditure: evidence from nineteenth-century Britain

Evgenia Jane Kitaevich and Albana Shehaj
Bullets and Blessings: Effects of Protracted Conflicts on Distributive Politics in Developing States

Lukas Fervers
Economic Miracle, Political Disaster? Political and Social Consequences of the Hartz-Reforms

Verdi Hall
1907
Civil War and Violence
Chair: Johannes Vüllers
Discussant: Vally Koubi

Egor Lazarev
Laws in Conflict: Legacies of War and Legal Pluralism in Chechnya

Johannes Vüllers and Roman Krtsch
Raise Your Voices! The Occurrence of Non-Violent Action in Civil Wars

Richard Traunmüller, Sara Kijewski and Markus Freitag
The Silent Victims of Wartime Sexual Violence. Evidence from a List Experiment in Sri Lanka

S. P. Harish and Risa Toha
Why Target Candidates, Not Voters: Pre-Election Violence in Indonesia

Serena Merrino
Beyond the Handshake: a game theoretic approach to compliance issues and political violence during peace processes

Porta Hall
1401
Becoming Repressive
Chair: Cyrus Samii
Discussant: Roberto Foa

Anja Neundorf, Natasha Ezrow, Johannes Gerschewski, Roman-Gabriel Olar, and Rosalind Shorrocks
The legacy of authoritarian regimes on democratic citizenship: A global analysis of authoritarian indoctrination, repression and public-good provision

Roman-Gabriel Olar
Peer pressure or peer learning? Diffusion of repression in authoritarian regimes

Daniela Barba-Sánchez
Human Rights Violations under New Democracies Fighting Criminal Violence

Carlo Horz and Moritz Marbach
Economic Inequality, Emigration, and Authoritarian Repression

Tobias Rommel
Foreign Direct Investment and Citizen Support for Autocratic Rule

Toscanini Hall
1403
International Agreements
Chair: Mariaelisa Epifanio
Discussant: Vincent Arel-Bundock

Xinyuan Dai, Colby Hess, and Evangeline Reynolds
Where is Depth versus Participation Tradeoff?

Yoram Haftel and Stephanie Hofmann
Two is a Crowd? Organizational Overlap among Regional Economic and Security Organizations

Cristina Bodea
Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs): The Global Investment Regime and Income Inequality in Developing Countries

Mariaelisa Epifanio
Ratification of UN Anti-drugs conventions: some selected consequences

Cristina Bodea, Fangjin Ye
Does bilateral investment treaties (BITs) increase fiscal deficit in developing countries?
San Carlo Borromeo Hall
1603
Gender Representation: Case Studies and Comparative Perspectives
Chair: Daphne van der Pas
Discussant: Maciej A. Górecki
Anna Gwiazda
‘Women in Black’ as Veto Players: The Substantive Representation of Women in Poland
Dee Goddard
Entering the Men’s Domain: Gender and Portfolio Allocation in European Governments
Sarah Dingler
Recruitment procedures of Political Parties in Europe: Bottleneck to women’s representation?
Lisa Keenan
Gender differences in political career progression: evidence from the Republic of Ireland
Chagall Hall
1208
Information and Political Behavior in African Politics
Chair: Mascha Rauschenbach
Discussant: Round Robin
J. Andrew Harris and Peter Van der Windt
The Material Constraints to Participation: Experimental Evidence from Kenya
Guy Grossman, Nick Eubank, Melina Platas-Izama and Jonathan Rodden
Social Networks, Clientelism, and Strategic Voting
Soeren Henn, Laura Paler, Wilson Prichard, Cyrus Samii and Raul Sanchez de la Sierra
On the mechanics of kleptocratic states: Field experimental evidence from the Congo
Jennifer M. Larson, Janet I. Lewis and Pedro Rodriguez
From Chatter to Action: How Social Networks Inform and Motivate in Rural Uganda
Kelly Zhang
Voter Pessimism and Politician Corruption: Experimental Evidence from Kenya

Agnesi Hall
1406
Peace Keeping
Chair: Elio Amicarelli
Discussant: Henry Pascoe
Colin Krainin Kristopher W Ramsay
Rebecca A. Glazier
Religion and Peacemaking
Bernd Beber
Estimating a causal effect of UN peacekeeping on local security
Christine Bell, Robert Forster and Sanja Badanjak
Inclusivity and Security in Peace agreements: new dataset and application
Elio Amicarelli and Jessica Di Salvatore
Introducing the Peacekeeping Operations Corpus (PKOC)
Training Room Caccia Dominioni
1111
Preferences for Redistribution
Chair: Manuel Schwaninger
Discussant: Santiago López Cariboni
Gabriele Magni
Who “Deserves” Welfare Support in Times of Crisis? Experimental Evidence from Italy
Nadja Wehl
Atypical Employment, Job Insecurity, and Social Policy Attitudes: Testing the Mediation Hypothesis
Verena Fetscher
Redistribution despite Insurance? The social policy design and preferences for redistribution
Manuel Schwaninger
Conditional Altruism in Bilateral Bargaining
Olga Griaznova
Self-interest and redistribution preferences. Relative nature of the effects
Training Room Cavaliere
1509
Populist Parties
Chair: Sophia Hunger
Discussant: Silvia Decadri

Christina-Marie Juen
Do Issues Really Matter? The Success of Right-Wing Populist Parties in Western Europe.

Danilo Serani
The spiral of distrust mechanism: a panel analysis of the association between political distrust and voting for populist parties in the 2015 parliamentary elections in Spain.

Fedra Negri
When Populism and Euroscepticism meet: developing a spatial model to explain the two-faced populist contagion in Europe (1999-2016).

Sophia Hunger
Identifying populist discourse strategies in Europe
Volta Hall
2104
Robustness Tests in Comparative Politics
Chair: Eric Neumayer
Discussant: Paul Kellstedt
Laron Williams
Statistical nightmare of causal feedback: how spatial econometric models improve empirical evaluations of formal models of party competition
Vera E. Troeger
The Sensitivity of Weak Instruments
Raymond Duch
Robustness of Experimental Results
Richard Traunmüller and Thomas Plümper
A Simple Truth about Expert Disagreement
Manzoni Hall
1205
Political Economy of the Economic Vote
Chair: Scott Cook
Discussant: Scott Cook
Mark Kayser and Liam McGrath
The long shadow of the opposition: Electoral benchmarking against previous governments
Timothy Hicks, Alan Jacobs, and Scott Matthews
Explaining Class-Biased Economic Voting: Evidence From Survey Experiments
Mary Stegmaier and Laron Williams
 Keeping up with the Joneses and Smiths: Benchmarked inequality and public opinion
Cristina Bodea, Tanya Bagashka, Sungmin Han
Which Broken Promises Matter? The political costs of deviating from policy platforms
Leonardo Hall
2003
EU Fiscal Integration
Chair: Christophe Crombez
Discussant: Thomas Malang
Liisa Talving and Sofia Vasilopoulou
Voter perceptions towards fiscal solidarity in the EU
Juan Muñoz-Portillo Pieter van Houten
Explaining the Magnitude and Composition of Fiscal Austerity Episodes in the European Union
Sebastiaan Wijsman and Christophe Crombez
International Agreements, Unreliable Signals, and Government Compliance. The Case of the Stability and Growth Pact
Camilla Mariotto
Implementing EU fiscal rules
Elisa Cencig
Lobbying across venues: the case of EU financial regulation
Bramante Hall
1003
Political Representation
Chair: Michael Becher
Discussant: Leandro De Magalhaes
Orit Kedar, Maayan Mor, Omer Yair
Parliamentary representation: partisan and geographic disproportionalirty
Michael Becher and Carl Maier
Accountability or Representation? Democracy and Trade-Offs in Electoral Engineering
Jon Rogowski
Bargaining Commitments and Executive Reputation: Legislative Response to Unilateral Action
Emanuele Bracco and Federico Revelli
Concurrent Elections and Political Accountability: Evidence from Italian Local Elections
Mario Chacon, Jeff Jensen, and Adam Ramey
Partisan Competition, Black Representation, and Civil Rights in the Reconstruction Era
Solari Hall
1507
Party Manifestos
Chair: Kenneth Benoit
Discussant: Wolfgang C. Müller
Raimondas Ibenskas, Jonathan Polk
Party Policy Change in Central and Eastern Europe
Martin Elff
How should we extract parties' political positions from their manifestos? Problems of conventional approaches and their solution based on a dynamic idealpoint model
Laurenz Ennser-Jedenastik and Wolfgang C. Müller
Expanding the use of manifesto data: Analyzing policy framing through issue linkages

Bastiaan Bruinsma and Kostas Gemenis
Challenging the Manifesto Project data monopoly: Estimating policy position time-series from expert and mass survey data

Verdi Hall
1709
Voter Turnout in Democracy and Autocracy
Chair: Michele Fenzl
Discussant: Jennifer M. Larson

Michele Fenzl
Income inequality and Voter Turnout in American Elections

Lukas Rudolph and Arndt Leininger
The electoral and policy consequences of increasing turnout in low-salience elections: Evidence from concurrent elections in Germany

Takashi Nagatsuji
Electoral Turnout in Authoritarian Regimes: The Impact of Social Movements in Africa

Leonid Peisakhin, Arturas Rozenas, Sergey Sanovich
Getting Out the Vote under Competitive Authoritarianism: A Field Experiment in Russia

Porta Hall
1106
Direct Democracy and Referenda
Chair: Arthur Spirling
Discussant: Jack Vowles

Olga Herzog
If you play with fire you get burned: How experience with referenda affects elites’ support for direct democracy

Stephen Fisher and Alan Renwick
How does public opinion change in referendum campaigns?

Céline Colombo, Andrea DeAngelis and Davide Morisi
Demanding choices or easy shortcuts? - A study on the 2016 Italian constitutional referendum

Sveinung Arnesen, Troy S. Broderstad, Mikael Poul Johannesson, and Jonas Linde
Referendums as the wiggle room of democracy

Christine Maria Stedtnitz
The role of stress in reported belief in incorrect statements in the Brexit debate

Toscanini Hall
1501
Coalition Bargaining
Chair: Thomas M. Meyer
Discussant: Or Tuttnauer

Daniela Giannetti, Andrea Pedrazzani, Luca Pinto
Effects of partisan congruence in bicameral legislatures on the duration of the government formation process

Alejandro Ecker and Thomas M. Meyer
Fairness and portfolio allocation in multiparty governments

Veronica Anghel
Political parties and their commitment issues: a study of coalition agreements as incentives for government stability

San Carlo Borromeo Hall
2101
Left-Right from a Mostly Voter Perspective
Chair: Simon T. Franzmann
Discussant: Pedro Riera

Heiko Giebler and Thomas M. Meyer
How voters put new parties in their place: Mapping party issue positions on the left-right scale

Macarena Ares, Enrique Hernández and Pedro Riera
Old Parties in New Dimensions? Spatial Voting in Spanish Elections

Mathilde M. van Ditmars
Who is left, who is right? The use of the left-right scale by European voters and elite from the sub- and supranational level

Carmelo Licata and Pierre-Guillaume Méon
Partisan stereotypes

Chagall Hall
2203
(Dis-) Trust in Politics
Chair: Stefanie Reher
Discussant: Moritz Osnabrügge

Eri Bertou, Michael Bruter and Sarah Harrison
Citizen Distrust of Politics: Testing a new measure for attitudes of political distrust.
Nick Vivyan, Markus Wagner, Konstantin Glinitzer and Jakob-Moritz Eberl
Does social distance decrease support for politicians? Evidence from conjoint experiments in three countries

Matthias Fatke and Daniela Braun
Political Trust in an Unequal World: of system justification

Stefanie Reher
Mind This Gap, Too: The Roles of Resources and Representation in the Political Orientations of Citizens with Disabilities

Cecilia Hyunjung Mo, Katrina Kosec
Social Protection, Poverty, and Politics: Determinants of Citizen Attitudes Toward Government

Agnesi Hall
1214
Aid and its Consequences
Chair: Sarah Berens
Discussant: Elsa Massoc

Alexander De Juan, Carlo Koos, Miquel Pellicer, Eva Wegner
Effects of Development Aid on Political Perceptions: Evidence from a Quasi-Experiment in the Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)

David Backer, Ravi Bhavnani, Karsten Donnay, Andrew Linke
Does Development Aid Impact Resilience to Armed Conflict?

Andreas Fuchs, Soo Yeon Kim, Austin M. Strange, Michael J. Tierney
Competing for Aid Recipients? Donor Responses to Chinese Development Finance

Kate Baldwin and Matthew S. Winters
Can International Aid Change the Politics of Service Delivery?

Faisal Z. Ahmed
Aiding Conflict: The consequences of U.S. aid

Training Room Caccia Dominioni
1404
Preferential Trade Agreements
Chair: Wen-Chin Wu
Discussant: Monika Mühlböck

Hyeonho Hahm, Moritz Osnabrügge, Elena Frech, and Thomas König

Treaty Design and Trade Attitudes Towards TTIP: A Conjoint Analysis

Ida Bastiaens and Evgeny Postnikov
Social Protectionist Bias: The Domestic Politics of North-South Trade Agreement Design

Wen-Chin Wu
Preferential Trade Agreements, Democracy, and the Risk of Coups d’etat

Training Room Cavaliere
1510
Populist Party Vote: Case Studies
Chair: Randy Besco
Discussant: Sonke Ehret

Wouter van der Brug, Eelco Harteved, Sarah de Lange and Tom van der Meer
How local and regional context affects support for the populist radical right: new evidence from the Netherlands

Robert A. Huber, Steven M. Van Hauwaert
Public opinion, support for populism and the November 2015 terrorist attacks in France: An empirical analysis

Silvia Decadri, Constantine Boussalis
Populism and Language Complexity: An analysis of the XVII Italian Legislature

Eva Anduiza, Marc Guinjoan and Guillem Rico
Attitudinal Species of Populism: Survey Evidence from Nine European Countries
Saturday 24 June
13:15 – 15:00

Volta Hall
2105
Big Data and the Study of Politics
Chair: Martin Elff
Discussant: James M. Snyder, Jr.

Tommy Krieger, Klaus Gruendler
Computing Machine Learning Indexes: A new methodology to unbundle the Role of Democratic Institutions for Economic Growth

Noah Buckley
Using Internet Searches in Russia for Measurement and Prediction

Ming-Hung Wang, Alex Chuan-Hsien Chang, Kuan-Ta Chen and Chin-Laung Lei
Temporal Dynamics of On-Line Political Ideology: Longitudinal Study on Facebook

Simon Munzert, Pablo Barberá, Andrew Guess and Junghwan Yang
Media Exposure and Opinion Formation in an Age of Information Overload

Nathaniel Beck
Machine learning and political science

Manzoni Hall
1714
Elections and Choice
Chair: Konstantinos Matakos
Discussant: Hanna Wass

Stefan Müller and Tom Louwerse
Explaining Government Support Throughout the Legislative Cycle: A Comparative Analysis

Christopher Kirkland
Beyond First- and Second-order? Political Parties Approaches to Elections.

Salvatore Nunnari and Jan Zapal
A Model of Focusing in Political Choice

Konstantinos Matakos, Riikka Savolainen, Orestis Troumpounis, Janne Tukiainen and Dimitrios Xefteris
Electoral Rule Effects on Intra-party Cohesion: Theory and Evidence

Lukas F. Stoetzer, Matthias Orlowski
Bayesian dynamic linear model to trace governing options during political campaigns

Leonardo Hall
1114
Political Speech
Chair: Jonathan Klingler
Discussant: Zoltán Fazekas

Jonathan Klingler
Supporter-Focused Presidential Targeted Appeals

Anna Brosius, Bert Bakker, Martijn Schoonvelde and Gijs Schumacher
Complexity and Ideology in Political Speech

Tom Paskhalis, Christian Müller
The role of negation in political text: British and German electoral campaigns

Anselm Rink, Hanno Hilbig
Pandering or Crafting? How Public Opinion Shapes Elite Rhetoric

Erik de Vries, Martijn Schoonvelde and Gijs Schumacher
Topic Models: Lost in Translation?

Bramante Hall
1718
Campaigns
Chair: Marcel Neunhoeffer
Discussant: Shaun Bowler

Megan MacDuffee Metzger
Social Media and Protest: Impacts on the Dynamics of Protest Emergence and Protest Outcomes

Annemarie Walter, University of Nottingham
Travis Ridout, Washington State University
Voters’ Emotional Response to Negative Campaign Messages: The Role of Incivility

John H. Parmelee, Nataliya Roman, Berrin Beasley, Stephynie Perkins
Gender and Generational Differences in Political Reporters’ Interactivity with Politicians and the Public on Twitter

Marcel Neunhoeffer
The Effects of Partisan Direct Mail: Evidence from a Field Experiment in Germany

Paolo Bellucci, Andrea De Angelis and Dr. Diego Garzia
When personalization meets direct democracy: An analysis of the determinants of voting in the Italian Constitutional referendum, 2016
Solari Hall
1108
Attitudes Towards Immigration
Chair: Anne-Marie Jeannet
Discussant: Catherine de Vries
Alina Vranceanu and Romain Lachat
Do parties influence the public opinion on immigration? Evidence from Europe
Sarah J. Cormack-Patton
Immigration Policy Preferences and Varieties of Immigration Policies
Sergi Pardos-Prado and Carla Xena
Immigration policy and ethnic cleavages
Simon Saldner and Michael F. Meffert
Immigration Attitudes: The Role of Values and Contextual Factors
Anne-Marie Jeannet
Revisiting the Labor Competition Hypothesis: The Effect of Retirement on Opinion about Immigration

Verdi Hall
1913
Terrorist Stimulus and Response
Chair: Anna Getmansky
Discussant: Tiberiu Dragu
Katalin Kovacs
The Claim of Responsibility as a Tactical Choice of Terrorism
David Sylvan, Ashley Thornton, Mira Fey and Juliette Ganne
Cross-national trends in consensus on national security
Anna Getmansky
Surprise attacks and public support for leaders
Elena Labzina, George Yin
Fighting the digital caliphate: analyzing the cyber-war between Anonymous and the Islamic State
Liran Harsgor
(In)security during formative years: Long-term cohort effects on political attitudes

Porta Hall
1604
Gender Gaps
Chair: Vincenzo Galasso
Discussant: Michael Courtney
Orit Kedar, Lotem Halevy and Odelia Oshri
The gender gap in voting: where did men go?
Fabrizio Gilardi, Bruno Wüest
Newspaper coverage of female candidates during election campaigns: Evidence from a structural topic model
Simone Abendschön Gema Garcia Albacete
Political participation online and the gender gap
Vincenzo Galasso, Tommaso Nannicini
Persuasion and Gender: Experimental Evidence from Two Political Campaigns
Daphne J. van der Pas & Loes Aaldering
Invisible women? A comparative analysis of MP visibility in newspapers in six European countries.

Toscanini Hall
2211
Ethnicity
Chair: Patrick Kuhn
Discussant: Andrew Kerner
Fabian Guy Neuner, Hakeem Jefferson, Josh Pasek
Unpacking the Racial Divide in Police-Involved Shootings: What Can Assessments of Witness Statements Tell Us?
Janina Beiser, Carl Müller-Crepon, and Yannick I. Pengl
Regional, Ethno-Regional or Ethnic Targeting? How Local Ethnic Demography Shapes Political Favoritism in Africa.
Max Schaub
Second-order ethnic diversity: the spatial pattern of diversity, competition and cooperation in Africa
Marisa A. Abrajano, Christopher S. Elmendorf, and Kevin M. Quinn
Labels vs. Pictures: How Should We Represent Ethnicity in Experiments About Discrimination
San Carlo Borromeo Hall
2207
The Political Sociology of Trust
Chair: Guy Aitchison
Discussant: Konstantin Glinitzer

Ioanna Christodoulaki
Reform potential in crisis-stricken Greece: lack of trust in the political class and public disengagement during the entrenchment of the first Memorandum

Stephan Simon
Do open borders make societies less trusting? The effects of liberal immigration policies on social trust and political support

Eefje Steenvoorden and Eelco Harteveld
Understanding the education gap in political trust: a longitudinal study into diffuse and specific political trust in the Netherlands.

Marlene Mauk
Regime Support and Its Sources in Democracies and Autocracies

Agnesi Hall
1001
Judicial Politics
Chair: Benjamin G. Engst
Discussant: Jon C. Rogowski

Thomas Gray
Judicial Elections and Racial Bias in Criminal Appeals

Deborah Beim, Tom Clark, Benjamin Lauderdale
The Effects of Panel Assignment on the US Court of Appeals in Death Penalty Cases

Elisa Rebessi
Administrative Judges versus Policy Evaluation. Does the Involvement of the Administrative Judges in Executive Politics Undermine the use of Oversight Practices Based on Policy Evaluation?

Brian J. Fogarty, Patrick C. Wohlfarth and Nasser Qadri
Personalization Frames in National News Coverage of U.S. Supreme Court Justices

Benjamin G. Engst, Thomas Gschwend and Sebastian Sternberg
Public Support for Judicial Nominations: Evidence from a Discrete-Choice Experiment

Training Room Caccia Dominioni
1115
Identity and Politics
Chair: Timothy Hicks
Discussant: Anja Neuendorf

Sveinung Arnesen, Dominik Duell and Mikael Johannesson
Is Descriptive Representation a Proxy for Substantive Representation? Evidence from Conjoint Survey Experiments

Odelia Oshri, Yair Fogel-Dror
A matter of identity: Measuring agenda setting power in a fragmented parliament

Lesley Daniels, Maria Jose Hierro, Aina Gallego and Daniel Oberski
Dual identities in divided societies: Longitudinal evidence from Scotland

Michael Nicholson
Explaining Immigrants’ Political Participation: An Identity Politics Approach Using Evidence from Switzerland

Training Room Cavaliere
1611
Advances in Comparative Politics
Chair: Anthony McGann
Discussant: Despina Alexiadou

Francesco Galletti
Gatekeeping at stake? Institutional resilience vs constrained adjustments in the Mixed Market Economies

Anthony McGann Sebastian Dellepiane-Avellaneda
The Comparative Macropolity: Public Opinion, Proportionality and Veto Gates

Christopher Claassen
Estimating support for democracy in 100+ countries over 20+ years

Roberto Stefan Foa
Does Democratisation Build or Undermine State Capacity? Reconsidering the Time-Series Evidence
Volta Hall
2106
Advanced Survey Techniques
Chair: David Hendry
Discussant: Christopher Claassen

Elias Dinas, Anja Neundorf and Bent Nielsen
Identification in Age-Period-Cohort Models: A Canonical Parametarization Solution

Sebastian Barfort
Understanding the Causes and Consequences of Survey Nonparticipation Using Administrative Register Data

Philipp Broniecki, Lucas Leemann, and Reto Wüest
Improved Multilevel Regression with Post-Stratification Through Optimal Model Selection

Louise Thorn Bøttkjær
Back To Basics: How LISTIT Leads To False Positives

Manzoni Hall
1719
Elections in Majoritarian Systems
Chair: Rob Johns
Discussant: Rob Johns

Rob Johns and Thomas Hunter
Big 'c' or small 'c'? Conservatism, risk, late swing and polling errors

Kevin Munger
Don't @ Me: Experimentally Reducing Partisan Incivility on Twitter

Florian Foos
First Impressions - Lasting Impressions: Persuasion Field Experiments Using Campaign Canvassing Data

Ugur Ozdemir and Ali Ihsan Ozkes
Measuring Public Preferential Polarization

Leonardo Hall
1713
Vote for Challenger Parties 2
Chair: Christian Schimpf
Discussant: Megan MacDuffee Metzger

Tarik Abou-Chadi; Eelco Harteveld
Voting Against the Establishment. The Effect of Government Congruence on Voting for Challenger Parties

Steven Van Hauwaert, Christian Schimpf, Flavio Azevedo
Measuring populist attitudes across nine European countries

Christian H. Schimpf

Caroline McEvoy
The effect of public attitudes towards democracy on support for radical parties in Europe

Bramante Hall
1512
The End of Party Politics as We know it?
Chair: Gabriela Borz
Discussant: Raimondas Ibenskas

Robin E. Best and William B. Heller
Seat Shares and Legislative Party Unity: Vying for Policies or Position Taking?

Giacomo Benedetto and Simon Hix
The Rise and Fall of Social Democracy, 1918-2017

Gabriela Borz
Party organizational change and its determinants: evidence from European parties

James R. Hollyer, Marko Klasnja and Rocio Titiunik
Parties as Disciplinarians: The Electoral Strategies of Centrist Parties

Solari Hall
1102
Campaign Spending
Chair: Stephane Wolton
Discussant: Kai Jäger

Scott Limbocker, and Hye Young You
Campaign Style: Evidence from U.S. House Elections

Nelson Ruiz-Guarin
The power of money: The consequences of electing a privately funded politician

Nour Abdul-Razzak, Carlo Prato and Stephane Wolton
How Outside Spending Shapes American Democracy

William Simoneau
Individual Candidate Contributions and Party Discipline: Evidence from the United Kingdom
**Verdi Hall**
**1710**
**Voter Turnout**
Chair: Lasse Aaskoven  
Discussant: Wolfgang Müller

Riccardo Ladini  
Campaign dynamic effects on participation in Austrian 2013 General Elections: A focus on party contacting

Lasse Aaskoven  
Fiscal Rules and Electoral Turnout

Michael Jankowski and Markus Tepe  
The Effect of Municipality Centralization On Voter Turnout

Damien Bol, Costas Matakos, Orestis Troumpounis, Dimitros Xefteris  
Turnout and polarization: Uncovering a missing link in the proportionality-turnout nexus with a voting experiment

**Porta Hall**
**1912**
**Conflict and War**
Chair: Andrew J. Coe  
Discussant: David Lindsey

Constantin Ruhe  
Modeling the size of war: Predicting conflict intensity with a simulated bargaining model

Akisato Suzuki  
Citizens, Individual Rationality, and War Initiation

Henry Pascoe and Scott Wolford  
Opportunity Costs, Endogenously Shifting Power, and War

Andrew J. Coe and Jane Vaynman  
The Tragedy of Arming

**Toscanin Hall**
**1803**
**Legislators and Roll Call Votes**
Chair: Jack Blumenau  
Discussant: Alexandra Cirone

Fang-Yi Chiou, Bjørn Høyland, Simon Hug  
Strategic roll call vote requests

Juraj Medzihorsky  
A Latent Class Framework for Roll Call Analysis

Michael Jankowski, Kamil Marcinkiewicz  
Is the pen mightier than the vote? Comparing legislative position taking in speeches and votes

Zsuzsanna Blanka Magyar  
United we Oppose: Coalitions in the Opposition

**San Carlo Borromeo Hall**
**2209**
**The Politics of Gender 1**
Chair: Ken Shotts  
Discussant: Elin Haugsgjerd Allern

Corinna Kroeber, Sarah Dingler, Jessica Fortin-Rittberger  
Which women are represented? Exploring factors that shape the policy congruence between women and parliaments.

Daniel Höhmann  
Electoral Systems and the Legislative Behavior of Women: The Substantive Representation of Women’s Interests in the German Bundestag

Francesc Amat, Carles Boix, Jordi Muñoz and Antoni Rodon  
Female Participation upon Extension of Women’s suffrage: The Role of Industrialization and Ideology Formation

Kenneth W. Shotts  
Family Size, Investment in Daughters, and the Politics of Gender Equity

**Chagall Hall**
**1601**
**Democratization and Stabilization**
Chair: Giacomo Benedetto  
Discussant: Sara McLaughlin Mitchell

Anna M. Meyerrose  
Reversing the Third Wave: The Unintended Consequences of International Democracy Promotion

Oliver Westerwinter  
Democracy, Veto Players and State Participation in Informal Global Governance

Merete Bech Seeberg and Bryce Reeder  
Fighting your Friends? The Causes of Intra-party Violence

Amultz Garmendia Madariaga, Craig R. Klein  
Does Decentralization Alleviate Malcontent? Territorial Distribution of Power and Protest Events
Agnesi Hall 1207
IMF Programs
Chair: Michael Breen
Discussant: Jonas Markgraf
Michael Breen and Iain McMenamin
Decoding the Language of the IMF Executive Board
Bernhard Reinsberg, Thomas Stubbs, Alexander Kentikelenis, Lawrence King
IMF programs and the legal protection of labor rights: A disaggregated analysis
Valentin F. Lang
The Economics of the Democratic Deficit: The Effect of IMF Programs on Inequality
Merih Angin
An Agent-Based Model of IMF Program Design

Training Room Caccia Dominioni 2122
The Politics of Homeownership
Chair: Vera Troeger
Discussant: Jonathan Woon
Paul Beckmann
Does homeownership change vote choice? Voting behavior among homeowners under volatile house prices in different political contexts
Sam Myers
The political economy of housing supply: evidence from Australian cities
Jason Casellas and Markie McBrayer
The Effects of Gentrification on Minority Representation in U.S. Cities
Lisa Blaydes and Christopher Paik
Urban Growth and Decline before the 19th century: Comparative Urbanization in Europe, the Middle East and Central Asia
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